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Three Swedish Expeditions 
to North America 1642-1649 
Sten Carlsson* 
1. Introduction 
In his basic work on the Swedes on the Delaware Amandus Johnson refers 
to twelve expeditions which during the period I 637 to 1655 were dispatched to 
the New Sweden colony. His sources are mainly to be found in Sweden. Of 
particular value are two series under the headings Handel och sjofart (Trade and 
Navigation), Vols. 42-44 and 194-197, of which one series during Amandus 
Johnson's time was to be found in Kammararkivet (Exchequer Archives) and 
the other in Riksarkivet (National Archives). Today the Exchequer Archives 
have been transferred to the National Archives. So far as Johnson attempted to 
reconstruct the crew lists and the passenger manifests-his interest in personal as 
well as social history was rather limited-he stayed mainly with the rosters which 
listed the settlers, as a rule only the adult males in the colony at various times. 
Except for a list of 35 persons, who in May 1641 departed on the Charitas from 
Stockholm to Goteborg-a list which only partly corresponds to the roster of 
those who continued the journey from Goteborg to Delaware-] ohnson 
published only one passenger list. This was the twelfth and the last expedition 
with the Mercurius, which departed from Goteborg 1655, mainly with Varmland 
Finns on board, and which did not reach New Sweden until 1656, after the 
colony had been lost to the Dutch. 1 
From Johnson's notes it is apparent that he knew of still another passenger 
list, the ninth expedition with Kattan (The Cat) in 1649. 2 He did not bother to 
publish this list or to pay it any particular attention, probably because the vessel 
foundered and never reached New Sweden. The list was moreover published 
already in 1884 in The Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography by 
Gregory B. Keen and was reprinted in 1975 by The Genealogical Publishing 
Company in Baltimore, MD. This edition is in many aspects faulty and contains 
no efforts to identify the place-names, many of which have been misspelled and 
· in several instances even misunderstood. 3 
The list is not without interest, however, and is published herewith, with 
notes, from the original in the series Trade and Navigation, Vo 1.196. But first I 
*Dr.Sten Carlsson of St.Olofsgatan 12, 752 21 U ppsala, Sweden, is a retired professor of history at 
the University of Uppsala. For many years he chaired the project at the university which mapped 
Swedish emigration to America. He is the author of a number of books dealing with Swedish and 
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wish to publish two crew lists from two of the earlier expeditions. 
Obviously Amandus Johnson did not have knowledge of a small packet in 
the Swedish Navy's archives in Krigsarkivet (The Royal War Archives) in 
Stockholm with the title Sjoexpeditioner: Ru/la pa sjofolk etc till Nya Sverige 
1642-1645 (Naval Expeditions: Roster of Seamen, etc. to New Sweden 1642-
1645.) On the first leaf the heading states Westindijske Farerne (West India 
Travelers). The packet consists, in a somewhat irregular fashion, several lists, 
which deal with the crews aboard the Fama (Fame) and Svanen (The Swan), 
which departed for New Sweden 1642 as well as the vessels Kalmar Nyckel (The 
Key of Kalmar) and the Fama, which departed for the West Indies and New 
Sweden respectively in 1643. I became aware of these documents, thanks to Nils 
William Olsson, who in turn had been provided copies of them by Baron 
Christopher von Warnstedt, a Ph. D. in history in Stockholm. 4 The lists are 
published here based on the originals in the Royal War Archives together with 
the necessary commentaries. 
These three lists are presented here verbatim et literatum. A few name forms 
have proved difficult to solve. Translations into English, where necessary, have 
been provided. These translations also contain localizations of the many place-
names by provinces. A small portion of these names, as for example those 
ending in village and parish names of the type Hult and Torp, which can be 
found in several of the provinces, have been left unidentified. 
2. Fama and Svanen 1642-1643 
In April 1642 Johan Printz was appointed governor of New Sweden. 
Preparations were made for an expedition-the fifth in order-which, among 
other things, was to take him and his family to America. 
Originally the plan was that three ships were to participate in this 
expedition, but the number was reduced to two. Great efforts were made to 
recruit colonists, among other places, from the areas in Varmland, inhabited by 
Finns. Indviduals for whom prison sentences had been imposed for crimes 
committed, these terms were translated into a given time period in New 
Sweden-usually a period six years. 5 In addition to the crew, about fifty 
passengers are known by their names. They will be included in a comprehensive 
list of all of the Swedish emigrants who departed for New Sweden 1637-1655, 
which will be presented in a subsequent study. 
Preparations went forward slowly. Much cargo had to be brought on 
board: wine, malt barley, grain, clothing, wax, paper, horses, cattle, sheep, etc., 
as well as provisions for the journey itself. On l and l O August crew lists were 
drawn up and 17 August the vessels left Stockholm for Goteborg, the first stop 
on the long journey. From Goteborg the ships sailed 1 November, arriving at the 
Delaware River by the end of January 1643. 6 
In August of 1642 the crew aboard the Fama consisted of 31 men and on 
Svanen 33 men. All of them were still on board at the time of departure from 
Goteborg in November, which speaks well for the discipline on board. The chief 
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boatswains, Johan Andersson and Nils Elofsson, had exchanged vessels, 
however, so that the former had gone over from the Fama to Svanen, while the 
latter had gone in the opposite direction. In Goteborg the factor or agent, Timon 
von Schotingen (he was not on board himself) signed on another nine mariners, of 
which four were placed on the Fama and five on Svanen. Additionally the Fama 
got a barber (Berghofft) and another sailor (Henrik Matsson) and Svanen a 
barber (Burmester). Including all, the Fama ended up with 37 men, Svanen with 
39. Both the Stockholm list as well as the Goteborg list are presented in 
Appendix I A-D. In many ways these lists complement each other, in other ways 
they vary in the spelling of some names and as to the origin of the sailors. 
Geographically the 76 men involved are distributed as follows: 
Stockholm 11 Southwest Finland 3 
The rest of Upp land 2 East Bothnia, Finland 3 
Sod ermanland 3 Karelia, Finland (Viborg) 3 
Vastmanland (Koping) Finland (not specified) 2 
Narke (Orebro) 3 Norway (including Bohuslan) 2 
Ostergotland (Vadstena) Poland (Danzig) 
Goteborg 8 Germany 3 
The rest of Vastergotland 8 The Nether lands 8 
Halsingland 3 Unidentified places 
The Aland Islands 2 (probably Swedish) 6 
No information available 3 
Total 76 
As can be seen, the foreign element was not insignificant: eight Dutchmen 
(plus probably the captain-Tering Hindriksson), four Germans, two Norwegians 
and a Pole (from Danzig). 7 The Netherlanders were quite important, since at 
least one captain and possibly the other (H indriksson) were Dutchmen, in 
addition to the two first mates and probably also the supply officers. One of the 
cooks came from Hamburg, one of the barbers from Stralsund, a gunner from 
Emden and a chief boatswain from Danzig. Thus the more qualified staff seems 
to have been recruited from outside of Sweden. 
Of the remainder of the crew, i.e. the seamen, the Swedes and the Finns 
dominated, but they also furnished some of the craftsmen: a sailmaker, a ship's 
carpenter and a cook. Most of the crew came either from Stockholm and its 
envir.ons ( 16) or Goteborg and the rest of Vastergotland ( 16) or from Finland, 
intluding the Aland Islands ( 13). Of the Finns on board, most of them seem to 
have had Swedish as their mother tongue. Only eight of the crew can be placed in 
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other parts of the Swedish kingdom. It should be added that at least half the crew 
came from urban areas. 
Both of the ships returned to Sweden in April 1643, loaded with furs and 
salt. 8 They arrived in Goteborg in August of that year, when the financial 
settlement was made between the New Sweden Company and the crews of the 
two vessels. Concerning this transaction there is a very comprehensive file in the 
National Archives in Stockholm (Trade and Navigation, Vol. 44), known to 
Amandus Johnson but not used in his published work. Of particular value to this 
presentation is the fact that a list dated 12 August 1643 has the names of 31 crew 
members on Svanen and 30 on the Fama. Despite variances in the names, 60 of 
the 61 can be identified with the crew members who departed from Goteborg in 
November 1642 (Appendix l C-D)9 • The only exception was the colony's 
unofficial governor, Peter Hollender Ridder, who after three years' sojourn in 
America, now in April 1643, was departing from Delaware aboard the Fama. 10 
Despite his high position in the colony, he ranked below the skipper and 
commanding officer, Tering Hindriksson, according to a list of 11 August, 
where Peter Hollender (now not called Ridder) was listed as a lieutenant. 
Sixteen of the crew, who left Goteborg in November 1642, did not return with 
the two ships in August 1643. Two of them listed in the account lists of 12 August 
(not identical with the crew lists), are noted as having died. 11 One stayed in the 
colony and died there (possibly Jacob Thomasson from Koping who may be 
identical with Jacob Thomasson who died at Fort Christina 14 August 1643). 12 
One of the sixteen, Marten Martensson Glasare from J omala in the Aland 
Islands, remained in the colony, where he was living in 1654, then listed as a 
freeman (farmer). 13 Of the remaining twelve we have no information subsequent 
to November 1642. These may have died, left the service, deserted or may have 
remained in New Sweden. 14 
3. Kalmar Nyckel and Fama 1643-1645 
Even before Fama and Svanen departed from Goteborg in November 1642, 
preparations were under way for a new expedition, the sixth in order. A varied 
cargo was assembled: clothing, shoes, bricks, lime, axes, saws, etc. Several 
craftsmen as well as common sailors were recruited. Even a few poachers, who 
had stolen timber, as well as other criminals were to accompany the ship. The 
cargo was loaded aboard the Fama after its arrival in Stockholm. On l 
September the vessel left for Goteborg. Here the Kalmar Nyckel was also 
provisioned for its journey across the Atlantic, the fourth for this ship. Its cargo 
consisted of wood products, tar and manufactured goods. Both of the ships 
departed from Goteborg 29 December. Fama went to New Sweden, where the 
vessel dropped anchor in March 1644. The return journey to Europe took place 
in July. The Fama was then loaded with tobacco and pelts. Kalmar Nyckel may 
also have touched at New Sweden, but very soon continued to the West Indies, 
where in May 1644 a consignment of tobacco was purchased on the island of St. 
Christopher (St.Kitts). Eventually the entire cargo was exchanged for one of 
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tobacco. The return journey went via Dover, England to the Netherlands where 
the Kalmar Nyckel now rejoined the Fama. Both ships, however, became 
embroiled in a conflict with the Dutch authorities and were forbidden to leave. It 
was not until June 1645 that t4e ships were allowed to return to Sweden. 15 
From this expedition there are to be found in the Royal War Archives in 
Stockholm no less than three sets of crew lists, which also include a few 
passengers' names (See Appendix 2 A-F). The first set (A-B) seems to reflect the 
situation in Goteborg on 29 December 1643, whereas the second set (C-D) can be 
traced to a report dated 18 June 1645, after the completion of the journey, given 
for both vessels by the captain of the Kalmar Nyckel, Berent Hermansson Hopp. 
Here we discover where the various travelers are to be located in June 
l 645 - aboard the respective ships, in Stockholm or in India (America). 
Eighteen are noted as having deserted (/orlupne), two were dead. The third set 
(E-F) consists of lists dated 13 and l 5 June l 645 and have been drawn up by 
Hans Kramer, the bookkeeper. In this latter list we find only the names of the 
common sailors, those who remained on board and those who had deserted. 
The first set contains seventy names, 41 on Kalmar Nyckel and 29 on the 
Fama. Six of the seventy are missing on Hopp's lists. 16 Of the remaining 64, four 
were originally registered aboard the Kalmar Nyckel, but later were on the 
Fama, whereas one had gone in the other direction. 17 In addition to these 64 
there are 17 which are to be found on Hopp 's lists but are not included in the first 
set. Concerning eleven of these 17 (two aboard the Kalmar Nyckel and nine 
aboard the Fama) it is stated that they had decided to .. stay there," i.e. in North 
America. 
Six of the eleven are known from other sources. Young Johan Papegoja 
from Vastergotland, a lieutenant of noble birth , later married to Johan Printz' 
daughter Armegot, went with the Kalmar Nyckel . In 1644 he served at Fort 
Christina. He was vice governor from 1653 to 1654, but left for Sweden again in 
1654, where he died in 1657. 18 Walle Liur (Looe, Lohe) also went with the 
Kalmar Nyckel. He was a soldier at Fort Elfsborg in 1644, is named as living in 
the colony in I 648 but left for Maryland in 1653. 19 Hopp states that he came 
from J onkoping. Among the passengers aboard the Fama we find two men of 
noble birth, young Christian (Christer) Tott (Totte) from Uppland and 
lieutenant Knut Lilliehook from Vastergotland. Tott, according to the genealo-
gies in the archives of the House of Nobles in Stockholm, served in the Swedish 
Admiralty, was ordered to the West Indies, but soon returned. 20 He probably 
spent a very short time in New Sweden. It is said that Knut Lilliehook went with 
his brother Per Lilliehook but the latter is not on Hopp 's lists. They were the sons 
of a nobleman in a liaison with a servant maid and were not acknowledged as 
being noblemen. Knut Lilliehook returned to Sweden in 1648. Per Lilliehook's 
later fate is not known. 21 Anders Jonsson, who according to Hopp, also came 
from J onkoping, was recruited by Papegoja and served as a soldier, but was 
executed in 1653 for rebellion. 22 Sven Svensson, a young lad, is mentioned in 
New Sweden in 1648, where he correctly is stated as having arrived on the 
Fama. 23 
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According to the margin notes in Hopp 's lists, four of the crew and 
passengers remained in "India" (America), namely Papegoja, Liur, Johan 
Matsson, the gunner's mate, who became gunner at Fort Elfsborg in 1644 but 
who returned to Sweden with Printz in 165324- and the barber Hans Janeke 
from Konigsberg in Germany, who still remained in the colony 1648. He then 
returned to Sweden, but departed for New Sweden again in 1655.25 
Of the participants in this expedition ten of the number had been along in 
1642-1643, namely the Dutchman Lambert Petersson (skipper on Svanen in 
1642 and aboard the Kalmar Nyckel in 1643), his countrymen, Staffan 
Welamsson of Edam, (first mate aboard Svanen in 1642, lieutenant on the Fama 
in 1643) and Peter Pavelsson from Edam (first mate on the Fama 1642, captain 
ther_e 1643), the Norwegian Jan Iversson (Evertsson) (boatswain on Svanen 1642 
and on Kalmar Nyckel 1643), Johan Hansson from Stockholm (sailmaker on 
the Fama 1642, Kalmar Nyckel 1643), the Aland er Pal Nilsson from F oglo ( cook 
aboard the Fama 1642, supply officer there in 1643), Nils Nilsson from 
Hudiksvall (mariner on the Fama 1642, cook there in 1643), Anders Jonsson 
from Stockholm (ship's carpenter on the Fama I 642 and 1643), Erik Eriksson 
(Hook) from Soderhamn (mariner on the Fama 1642 and 1643, and Erik 
Haraldsson from Alingsas (mariner on the Fama 1642 and 1643). Stability of 
employment seems to have been more apparent among the officers and 
craftsmen than among the ratings. 
Geographically the 81 crew members and passengers are distributed as 
follows: 
Stockholm 12 Finland (not specified) 
The rest of Upp land 2 Denmark (Copenhagen) 
Vastmanland (Arboga) 2 Bohuslan 
Narke (Orebro) 4 The rest of Norway 
Goteborg 7 England 
The rest of Vastergotland 7 Scotland 
Smaland (Jonkoping) 2 Germany(Emden) 
Ostergotland East Prussia (Konigsberg) 
Halsingland 3 The Netherlands 6 
Aland Islands 7 Unidentified places 5 
Southwest Finland 2 (probably Swedish) 
Nyland , Finland 2 No information available 11 
Total 81 
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Broken down in detail the distribution is almost the same as in 1642. The 
foreign component (in 13 identified cases as well as six persons with foreign 
names or origins26) is, however, greater than then. As in 1642 foreigners 
dominated the officers' group and among the craftsmen. The captain of Kalmar 
Nyckel, Hopp, was probably a Dutchman. His second in command, the skipper 
Lambert Petersson, was a Dutchman, as was probably the second mate, Jacob 
Jansson Bowert. The gunner Abraham Romboutz and the barber Hemming 
Jurgensson had foreign sounding names. On the Fama, the skipper, the 
lieutenant and the second mate were Dutchmen, while the gunner came from 
Emden in Germany and the barber from Konigsberg in East Prussia. The 
domestic recruitment was, as in 1642, concentrated to Stockholm and environs 
( 14), Vastergotland including Goteborg ( 14) and Finland, including the Aland 
Islands ( 12). The Finns seem all, or probably all, to have had Swedish as their 
mother tongue. The rest of the Swedish provinces are poorly represented (6). At 
least half of the travelers were from urban areas. 
Of special interest are those that deserted (/orlupne). Hopp notes eighteen 
such cases, eleven aboard the Kalmar Nyckel and seven aboard the Fama. For 
nine of these the date and place are given as Friesland on I March 1645. Kramer 
has 23 names, fourteen from the Kalmar Nyckel and nine from the Fama. He 
states that all of them had remained in the city of Harlingen in Friesland on I 
March 1645. Five of the crew, including two boys, are to be found on Kramer's 
lists but not on Hopp's. It was probably the hassle with the Netherlands 
authorities which caused the sailors to lose patience. With two exceptions, the 
barber Hemming Jurgensson and the supply officer Pal Nilsson, they were all 
common sailors and all of them were Scandinavians, except (probably) 
Hemming Jurgensson. In June of 1645 there were, according to Kramer's 
accounting, only fourteen crew members on board the Kalmar Nyckel and nine 
aboard the Fama. The desertions in Harlingen were doubtless caused by the 
extraordinary circumstances and should not be seen as typical for the West 
Indies sailors. 
4. Kattan 1649-1650 
The equipping of the ninth expedition was the result of Printz' and 
Papegoja's desire for more colonists and new supplies. Originally it was planned 
that the Kalmar Nyckel was to make another journey across the Atlantic, but it 
was discovered that the vessel now was in such disrepair that it should not 
attempt another crossing. Instead the choice was Kattan (The Cat). Foremost 
among the passengers was Hans Amundsson, of unknown background, called 
commendant. The members of the crew, though not included on the passenger 
manifest, are listed in another source, consisted of the captain, Cornelius 
Lucifer, Jan Jansson Bockhorn, the first mate, Mans Bengtsson, the skipper, 
Eskil Gabrielsson, chief boatswain, Olof Nilsson, gunner's mate, Anders 
Stensson, the ship's carpenter as well as 24 servants (Bediente) and seamen. The 
vessel was loaded with clothing, shoes, copper kettles, axes, etc. The departure 
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from Goteborg took place 3 July 1649. The journey was to prove fatal. Toward 
the end of August Kattan was shipwrecked in the West Indies about 70 nautical 
miles from Puerto Rico. The passengers and crew were forced to abandon ship. 
The crew of a passing Spanish ship plundered the wreck, tore the clothes off the 
Swedes, in the hope of finding money and other valuables. The travelers were 
taken to the city of Puerto Rico (probably San Juan), where they were badly 
treated. Two of them, the clergyman Mattias Nertunius (Rosenbechius) and the 
bookkeeper Joachim Lycke were permitted to leave for Stockholm to report 
what had happened. Somewhat later, the commendant, Hans Amundsson, was 
asked to leave Puerto Rico against his will aboard a Spanish ship. A few of those 
left behind now converted to Catholicism, but did not receive the clothing, food 
or money they had been promised for converting. An old farmer from Goteborg 
is said to have been very happy over having received the Catholic baptism. 
About I May 1650, 24 Swedes, including Johan Jonsson Rudberus and the 
gunner Joran Dufva, could go on board a bark, which they had procured. After 
a couple of days' sailing they were attacked by a French bark and lost all of their 
possessions. They were also subjected to physical abuse. A woman was killed 
after she had been raped by the French captain. The remainder of the travelers 
were sold as slaves. When two Dutch merchants later arrived to succor the 
Swedes, only five were alive of the original 24. They were taken aboard the 
Dutch ship, where all died, except Rudberus. Of those who had not gone with 
Rudberus, a minority succeeded in making its way back to Sweden. About 
twenty travelers made it back-Hans Amundsson and his family (probably 
seven persons), Nertunius, Lycke, Rudberus, barber Timon Stiddem, the brewer 
Per Larsson from Redvag hundred in Vastergotland, the musketeer (bosseskyu) 
Hakan Bengtsson Busk from Jonkoping (member of the crew) and a few 
others. 28 Nertunius went to New Sweden in 1654 but left the following year. 29 
Stiddem, who had been in New Sweden in 1644, but had left the colony the same 
year, returned there in 1654 and died there 1686. 30 
At the time of departure 5 July 1649 Hans Amundsson made up a list of the 
crew members and the passengers. There were seven ship's officers, who were 
accompanied by five wives and nine children. Three of them were gunners-] oran 
Dufva, Johan Jonsson (Ruthe or Rudberus) and Hans Persson (Sturck). The 
number of passengers was 49, eighteen of them who together had two wives and 
five children, seven lads, one single wife with one child as well as fifteen 
unmarried women, including one wet nurse. The female portion of the 
passengers (eighteen of 43, excluding six children) was probably greater than on 
any of the earlier expeditions. For the 25 men and boys and the sixteen adult 
women the place of birth is given (city, parish, hundred or province). If we 
assume that the wives and children have the same birth place as the head of the 
family, father or mother, the geographical distribution was as follows: 
8 
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Stockholm Halsingland 
Vastmanland (Arboga) I Aland Islands 2 
Narke 5 East Bothnia (Vasa) 
Varmland Finland (not specified) 
Goteborg 4 Norway (Bohuslan) 5 
The rest of Vastergotland 24 Angermanland 
Ostergotland 2 Total 49 
The pattern here is a different one from the crew lists of 1642 and 1643. The 
vessel began its journey in Goteborg and half of the common passengers were 
recruited in Vastergotland. In addition there were five persons from the border 
province of Bohuslan (still a part of Norway), (including two persons from "Sjo 
Parish," which probably is identical with Skee in Bohuslan). Smaller groups 
have come from Ostergotland, Svealand (the central part of Sweden), N orrland, 
(the northern part of Sweden),the Aland Islands and East Bothnia in Finland. 
To this should be added at least two ship's officers, namely Mattias Nertunius, 
who was probably from Nartuna Parish in Uppland, and Timon Stiddem, who is 
said to have been born in Medelpad.3 1 
Persons from rural areas dominated completely. A few craftsmen also 
participated in the journey-a carpenter, a brewer, a ship's carpenter and a 
ropemaker. A cavalryman is also noted. Several surnames point to a military 
background: Brad, Kampe, Falk, U ggla, Drake, Krabbe, Gedda, Flygare, 
Saktmodig and Buller. 
5. Conclusion 
The published lists include a little more than 200 names of transatlantic 
crew members and passengers. The number is not large, but on the other hand, if 
we consider how little was known concerning this subject earlier, the additional 
information is not insignificant 
The crew lists are unique of their kind and the list of the passengers aboard 
Kattan is the oldest one in this category. Among the observations that may be of 
more general interest and which emanate from the presented source materials is 
first of all the strong role the Dutch and secondly the Germans played in the 
officers' ranks in 1642 and 1643. Even after the Netherlanders had liquidated 
their financial holdings in the Swedish colonial venture, the Swedes were greatly 
dependent upon foreign seamanship. 32 
Of interest is also the domestic passengers' geographical distribution. Three 
areas stand out as clearly dominating the scene-Stockholm and the surrounding 
area, Goteborg and its environs and the Aland Islands with the bordering areas 
in Finland, i.e. the Swedish-speaking parts (Abo land) of Finland Proper (Egentliga 
Finland), East Bothnia and Nyland. The Finnish-speaking portion was quite 
small, in fact almost non-existent. The Finns in Varmland belong generally to a 
later date. This is clear in the tenth expedition, that of Ornen (The Eagle) of 1654 
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and even more dominant in the twelfth, that of Mercurius of 1655. Recruitment 
was conducted mainly in Stockholm and Goteborg, which has influenced the 
geographical distribution. This aspect will be the subject of a later study. 
1Amandus Johnson, The Swedish Settlements on the Delaware, Their History and Relations to the Indians, 
Dutch and English 1638-1664, 1-11 (Philadelphia 1911), pp. 151 ff, 724. Concerning the Charitas see a lso 
Gregory B. Keen, "The Third Swedish Expedition to New Sweden" in The Pennsylvania Magazine of History 
and Biography ( 1879), reprinted by Genealogical Publishing Co., Baltimore. MD ( 1975). I am grateful to Peter 
Stebbins Craig of Washington, DC for calling my attention to Keen's work in 1879 and 1884 (see text above). I 
also wish to thank Mr. Craig for other valuable information. 
2Johnson, op.cit ., p. 268, n. 12; information courtesy Mr. Craig (cf. note I). 
JGregory B. Keen, "The Eighth Swedish Expedition to New Sweden" in The Pennsylvania Magazine of History 
and Biography ( 1884). 
4See also Alf A berg, Folk et i Nya Sverige. Var koloni vid Delaware-f1oden 1638-1655 (Stockholm 1987), pp. 33 ff., 
55 ff. 
5Johnson, op. cit ., p. 237 ff. 
6 Appendix I A-D, Johnson, op. cit., p. 237 ff. 
7Johnson. op. cit., p. 238. Johnson seems to have underestimated this influence. 
8Johnson, op. cit., p. 241 
9Per Bursson (Borjesson), a cabin boy, left Goteborg aboard Svanen and returned to Gotegorg on the Fama. 
ID Johnson, op.cit. , pp. 241,691 f. See also Thure Mansson's article on Peter Hollender Ridder in Svenska miin och 
Kvinnor, I-VII (Stockholm 1942-1955), VI, p. 282. 
11 Grelis Joransson Poredij from Abo and Anders Jacobsson from Kimito. See Appendix I. A,D. 
12Johnson, op. cit ., p. 707. 
13Johnson, op. cit. , pp. 702 , 714, 721. 
14Steffen Willemsson, first mate from Edam, Johan Matsson, gunner's mate, Thomas J urgensson, ship's carpenter 
from Finland, Mattias Burmester. barber from Stralsund, Johan Carlsson from Stockholm and Sven 
Hakansson from Ore bro, mariners, see Appendix I C, Peter Pavelsson, first mate from Edam, Peter Berghoft, 
barber, Anders Jonsson. ship's carpenter from Stockholm, Mats Staffanson from Kimito, Per Olsson from 
Hudiksvall and Dirik Gertsson from Mell by, all three mariners. see Appendix I D . Information concerning the 
home origins is not as well documented in the material from 1643 as in the 1642 lists. A few variances should be 
noted. Henrik Andersson who in 1642 is first listed as coming from Hamburg (Appendix I B) and then 
Goteborg (Appendix I C), is listed as being from Hamburg in I 643 . In the geographical distribution listed 
above he is listed as a German. In an accounting memorandum, dated 12 August 1643 in Handel och Sjofart (Trade and Na vigation). Vo I. 44 he has the surname Hoortman. Anders Larsson is said to have come from 
Hamburg in the 1642 list (Appendix I B), but in 1643 he is said to come from H isingen. In the distribution list he 
is listed as coming from Vastergotland. Anders Rasmusson, the cabin boy, from Goteborg (Appendix I, A,D) 
has the surname Kalkon in the 1642 material. I am grateful to Peter Stebbins Craig for having called my 
attention to the importance of the 1643 material, which he has learned from Amandus Johnson's notes, (Box 
57, Folder 4) on deposit at The Balch Institute in Philadelphia, PA. 
15J ohnson, op. cit., p.242 ff. A berg is probably correct (op. cit. , p.5 in indicating that also Kalmar Nyckel reached 
New Sweden. Johnson (op . cit .. p. 244, note 18) has another version. 
16On board the Kalmar Nyckel- Anders Nilsson from Lemland in the Aland Islands, Gunnar Gustafsson from 
Bratte, Vastergotland , Jacob Hansson and Herman Hansson, hired in Goteborg 29 Dec. 1643. On board the 
Fama- Michel Larsson from Sorunda, Sodermanland (with Fama in 1642), Mats Welamsson, hired in 
Goteborg 29 Dec. 1643. 
17 Johan Jansson, sail maker from Stockholm, Henrik Welamsson, Jons Andersson and Jacob Corneliusson, hired 
in Goteborg 29 Dec. 1643; Clas Simonsson (probably a Dutchman). 
18Johnson, op. cit ., pp. 242. 686-700; Gustaf Elgenstierna, Den introducerade svenska adelns iillartavlor, V 
(Stockholm 1930), p. 658; Svenska riksradets protoko/1 (The Minwes of the Royal Swedish Council) 1653, 
Vol. XV, ed. by Severin Bergh (Stockholm 1920), p. 451. 
19J ohnson, op. cit., pp. 463, 703, 714 (he is said 1648 to have arrived aboard the Fama); Peter Stebbins Craig and 
Henry Wesley Yocum, "The Yocums of Aronameck in Philadelphia, 1648-1702" in The National Genealogical Quarterly. December 1983, No. 4, p. 270. 
20E!genstierna, op. cit., VIII, (1934), p. 343. 
21 lbid., IV, (1928), p. 717; Johnson, op. cit., pp. 243,261,317,453, 704. 
22J ohnson. op. cit .. pp. 243,454.463, 5 JO, 703, 714 (the identification is in error); Craig and Yocum, op. cit. , p. 244. 
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24 Ibid., pp. 703, 714. 
2s1bid., pp. 243,317,634, 701, 710. 
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26Hopp, Bowe rt, Romboutz, J urgensson, Grebel (Krabad); the place name Mandermajsko (related to the surname 
Mammermasch). See Handel och Sjofart(Trade and Navigation), Vo I . 44, dated 11 March 1654. 
27From the Kalmar Nyckel Hans Bryngelsson from Goteborg and the lads Anders Siggesson and Bengt Andersson 
and from the Fama Anders Larsson (probably identical with Anders Larsson in Karra, named by Hopp but not 
noted by him as having deserted) and Jons Andersson (probably identical with Jons Andersson from 
Stockholm, who according to Hopp was on board the vessel) . -Ibid. 
28Johnson, op. cil ., p. 266 ff. A berg, op. ci1., p. 81 ff; J. Ryden, "Jonkopingssoldaten som inte kom fram till Nya 
Sverige" in Jonkopings Posten 11 June 1987. 
29Johnson, op. cil., pp. 716, 724. 
30 l bid., pp. 248,268,667, 709, 716; Peter Stebbins Craig and Richard H. Hulan, "Membership of Holy Trinity (Old 
Swedes) Church in Wilmington, Delaware ( 1764)," mimeographed (Wilmington, DE 1985) p. 4. Craig points 
out that Amandus Johnson has furnished erroneous information concerning Stiddem's surname as well as the 
fate of the family . In a letter to Axel Oxenstierna, dated 1651, Stiddem himself stated that his wife and three 
children (an additional child must have been born after the departure from Sweden) had died in Puerto Rico. 
31 Israel Acrelius, Beskrifning Om De Swenska Forsamlingars Forna och Niirwarande Tilstiind, Uti Del sii kallade 
Nya Swerige, ... (Stockholm 1759), p. 92; Johan Eric Fant and August Theodor Lastbom, Upsala iirkes1ijrs 
herdaminne, II (Uppsala 1843), p. 391; Johnson, op.cit., p. 716, n. 29. 
32Cf. Johnson, op. cil., p. 758 ff. with a list of the officers aboard the twelve expeditions. The list is neither consistent 
nor particularly dependable. 
Appendix 1 A 
West lndijske Farerne 
Forordnade Pa Skeppet Farnan Den 
I Augustij 1642 
Ships Going to the West Indies 
Commissioned on the ship Fama 
Aflopne den 17 Augustij 
Leutnampt 
Styrman 
Constapel 
Const. Maat 
Segelsomare 
Hyrdh 
Timberman 
Hogbatzm. 
Boraas Mat 
d. 30:-
d. 40:-
I August 1642 
Departed 17 August 
Thernigh Hindhersson 
Pedher Paff uelson 
Johan Hinderson 
Maas Anderson 
Johan Hanson 
Ulffeir von Horen, 2 
Regementet 
Anders Johanson, om dagen 12 
or, loper pa 26 dagar, 
d 7.10 
Johan Andersson von 
Dantzich, 2 Regimentet 
Sandher Sandhersson 
2 Regimentet 
Lieutenant 
30 Daler 
First Mate 
40 Daler 
Gunner 
Gunner's Mate 
Sailmaker 
Hired (From Horn in the 
Nether lands?) 
Second Regiment 
Ship's Carpenter, 12 ore per 
day, running for 26 days, 
daler 7.10 
Chief Boatswain, Second 
Regiment. From Danzig, 
Poland 
From Baras Second 
Regiment 
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Skaffare 
Foghell Coch 
Wijborgh Skepman 
Kimitho 
Jommala 
Aboo 
Waasa 
N. Karby 
Hyrdh 
Det I Regementet 
Sorunda S. 
Det 3 Regementet 
Alinghzahs 
Nortallie 
Frotuna 
Huudwichsswald 
Soderhampn 
Hyrdh 
Skepsspojke 
Styrmansspoj ke 
12 
Augrett von Enkysen 
Paffuell Nilsson Grenbijter 
Anders Simonsson 
Maatz Pedhersson 
Jacob Jacobsson 
Maatz Staffansson 
Marthen Marthensson 
Glaassbijt 
Greis J oransson Poredij 
Bengt Thomasson 
Oloff Olsson Geting 
Anders Jacobsson 
Michill Larttson 
Borge Bengtsonn 
Erich Haraldsson 
Hans Jonsson 
Johan Jonsson 
Nils Nillsson 
Per Oloffsson 
Erich Erichsson 
Dirich Gertson 
Andreas Rassmundsson 
Paff uell Pettersson 
Supply Officer, from 
Enkhuizen, The Netherlands 
Cook from Foglo, Aland 
Sailor from Viborg, Karelia, 
Finland 
From Kimito, Finland 
Proper 
From Jomala, Aland 
From Abo, Finland 
Proper 
From Vasa, East Bothnia, 
Finland 
From Nya Karleby, East 
Bothnia, Finland 
Hired 
First Regiment 
From Sorunda Parish, 
Sodermanland 
Third Regiment 
From Alingsas 
From Norrtalje 
From Frotuna Parish, 
Uppland 
From Hudiksvall 
From Soderhamn 
Hired 
Captain's cabin boy 
First Mate's cabin boy 
Three Swedish Expeditions 
Appendix 1 B 
Forordnade Pa Skepet Swanan 
Den IO Augustij 1642 
Commissioned on the Ship The Swan 
IO August 1642 
Skeppare Lambrett Pedhersson 
Styrman Staffan Wellamsson 
Constapell Anders Jonsson 
Maatt Johan Maatson 
Hoghbatzman Nils Eloffsson 
2 Regementet 
Skaffare Johan Andersson 
Hyrdh 
Petter Pedhersson 
Von Hamburgh 
Hindrich Andersson 
dito 
Ped her Jonsson 
dito 
Cornelius Rasmusson 
dito 
Maatz Andersson 
dito 
Anders Larsson 
dito 
J oae Effvertson 
Von Norwegen 
Claas Thorbiornsson 
fran Hijsingen 
Johan Carlsson 
ifran Stocholm 
Michill Beem 
{ Ped her Biorsson } Skeppspojke Anders Erichsson 
I Regementet 
Stockholm Hans Jonsson 
Thomas Marthensson 
Maatz Hindersson 
Knuut Maatson 
Captain 
First Mate 
Gunner 
Mate 
Chief Boatswain 
Second Regiment 
Supply Officer 
Hired 
From Hamburg, Germany 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
From Norway 
From Hisingen on Sweden•~ 
west coast 
From Stockholm 
Cabin boys 
First Regiment 
From Stockholm 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
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Wastena 
Westerhanninge 
Hyrdhe 
2 Regementet 
Bengtt Stark 
Joran Nilsson Palm, 
Hogbatzmans Matt 
Daniel Steensson, 
Hoghbatzmanss Matt 
3 Regementet 
Kopingh Jacob Thomasson 
Orebroo Swen Hakonsson 
Per Nillsson 
Hyrdhe 
Timberman 
Baraas 
Nilss Nillsson 
J onss Andersson 
Erich Lartsson, pojk 
Thomas J oransson om 
dagen 13 or, loper pa 
26 dagar 7 d 29½ or 
Bengt Lartsson 
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From Vadstena 
Boatswain's Mate from 
Vasterhaninge Parish 
Sodermanland 
Hired 
Second Regiment 
Boatswain's Mate 
Third Regiment 
From Koping 
From Orebro 
Hired 
Cabin boy 
Ship's Carpenter, 13 ore per 
day, running for 26 days 7 daler 
29½ ore 
From Boras 
Lengd U ppa dett Siofolcket som ahr off uer-
dragen thill Nye Swerige uppa Skippett Swanen, 
primo Nouemb. A0 1642: ifran Giotteborgh. 
Register of the mariners transported on the ship 
The Swan I November 1642 from Goteborg 
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Officerer 
9 personer 
[inserted] 
Lambert Pietersson, ifran 
Rutten, Skipper 
Steffen Willemsson ifran 
Edam, Styrman 
Anders J oensson, ifran 
Torp, Constapell 
Johann Matsson, Constapels 
Maet 
Johann Andersson, ifran 
Dantzigh, Hogbatzman 
Peter Petersson, ifran 
Hamborgh, Kock 
Officers 
9 persons 
Captain from Rutten, 
The Netherlands (?) 
First Mate from Edam, 
The Netherlands 
Gunner from Torp, Sweden 
Gunner's Mate 
Chief Boatswain from 
Danzig, Poland 
Cook from Hamburg, 
Germany 
NB 
Biitzmann 
24 persons 
[in the margin] 
Boor wara 
ifriin Wastena 
Jann Ariansson, ifriin 
Muyden, Bootelier eller 
Skaff are 
Tomas Jurrensson, aff Mara i 
Finland, Timmerman 
Mattias Burmester aff 
Striilsundh, Balberer 
Jurren Nilsson Palm 
Hogbatzmans miiet 
Hindrick Andersson, aff 
Giotteborgh, hyrdh 
Peter Joensson, aff ibidem 
Cornelius Rasmundsson, 
Matz Andersson Groot Halla 
Anders Larsson, 
Joen Euersson, aff Norrige 
Clas Torbiorsson, aff 
Hijsingh 
Johann Carlsson aff 
Stockholm 
Michell Beem, aff ibidem 
Pier Bursson, 
aff Callsundh 
Anders Ersson, af 
Giotteborgh 
poijkar 
Hans J oensson, af Stockholm 
Tomas Marckusson, af ibidem 
Matz Hindrickson, af ibidem 
Knut Matzon, Finne 
Bengt Starr af Stockholm 
Daniell Strus, af ibidem, 
hyrdh 
Jacob Tomasson, af 
Kopingh, 
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Supply Officer from 
Muiden, The Netherlands 
Ship's Carpenter from 
Maria (?) Finland 
N ota bene Barber from 
Stralsund, Germany 
Boatswain's Mate 
Mariners 
24 persons 
From Goteborg, hired 
From the same place 
From Norway 
From Hisingen on Sweden's 
west coast 
From Stockholm 
From the same place. 
From Kalfsund, 
Ockero Parish, 
Bohuslan, Norway 
Cabin boys 
From Goteborg. 
From Stockholm 
From the same place 
From the same place 
From Finland 
From Stockholm, should be 
from Vadstena 
From the same place, i.e. 
Stockholm. Hired 
From Koping 
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Swenn Hakonsson, af 
Orebroo 
Pedher Nilsson, 
Nils Nilsson 
J onss Andersson, af 
Stockholm, hyrdh 
Erich Larsson poijck, af 
ibidem 
Bengdt Larsson, af Barnes, 
From Orebro 
From Stockholm, hired 
Cabin boy from the same 
place 
From Baras 
Ahn haffuer Timon van Schotingen, warft i 
Gioteborgh Efterbemelte 5 persohner som och 
fara medh Swanen 
In addition Timon van Schotingen has enlisted 
the following five persons in Goteborg, who 
also are going on The Swan. 
Batzman 
5 personer 
Summa Siofolcket uppa Suanen 
38 persohner, 
Oloff Joensson Styff, aff 
Giotteborgh, schimman 
Roloff Suensson Pulssebo, 
skimmans maet 
Pauell Nilsson in Glimminge 
Lars Olsson aff Kyrkeby 
Oloff Olofsson, aff Maeterland 
Mariners 
5 persons 
Seaman from Goteborg 
Seaman's mate. From 
Polsebo, Lundby Parish 
Vastergotland (?) 
From Glimminge, Sweden 
From Kyrkeby, Sweden 
From Maaterland, The 
Netherlands(?) 
The total of mariners aboard The Swan is 
38 persons 
Ahn Constapels Maet I. Facit 39 personer Moreover a gunner's mate making the count 
39 persons 
Appendix 1 D 
Langd U ppa dett Siofolcket som ahr 
offwerdragit thill Nye Swerige, uppa Skippet 
Farnan, primo Nouemb. A0 1642: ifran 
Gioteborgh. 
List of the mariners transported to New 
Sweden on the ship Fama on I November 
1642 from Goteborg. 
Officerer 12 personer 
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Teringh Hindrichsson, 
Skipper 
Peter Pauelsson, af 
Edam, Styrman 
Jan Hindrichsson, af 
Embden, Constapel 
Officers, twelve persons 
Captain 
First Mate from Edam, The 
Netherlands 
Gunner from Emden, 
Germany 
Nils Elofsson, af 
Jeresbergh, Hogbatzman 
Peter Berghoofft, 
Balberer 
Anders Simonsson 
af Wijborgh, Schimman 
Pauell Nilsson Wogell af 
Stockholm, Kook 
Autier Jann, af Enekhuyssen, 
Bootelier, eller Skaffar 
Sander Sandersson, af 
Bornes, Hogbatsmans Maet 
Matz Andersson, af Maeter-
landh, Constapels Maet 
Anders Jonsson, af Stock-
holm, Timmerman 
Jann Hansson af ibidem 
Segellmacker 
Batzmann 21 personer 
[in the margin:] 
Matz Petersson, af 
Wijborgh 
Jacob Jacobsson af Kimetha 
bor vara ifran Wiborgh 
Matz Staffansson, af ibidem, 
Marten Martensson, af 
Joimmala, 
Grelis Jorensson, af Abo, 
Bengdt Tomasson, af Wasa, 
Olaf Olofsson, af Nykarlby, 
Hendrick Matzon, af ibidem, 
Anders Jacobsson, af Kime-
tha, hyrdh, 
Michell Larsson, af Sureda, 
Sorunda, 
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Chief Boatswain from 
J eres bergh (?) 
Barber 
Mate from Viborg, Karelia, 
Finland 
Cook from Stockholm 
Supply Officer from Enkhui-
zen, The Netherlands 
Boatswain's mate from 
Boras 
Gunner's Mate from Maater-
land, The Netherlands (?) 
Ship's Carpenter from 
Stockholm 
Sailmaker from the same 
place 
Mariners, 21 persons 
From Viborg, Karelia, 
Finland 
From Kimito. Should 
instead be Viborg. 
From the same place, i.e. 
Kimito, Finland Proper 
From Jomala, Aland 
From Abo, Finland Proper 
From Vasa, East Bothnia 
From Nykarleby, East 
Bothnia 
From the same place 
From Kimito, hired 
From Sorunda Parish, 
Sodermanland 
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Burrij Bengdsson, af Allings-
aes, 
Erich Haralsson, af ibidem, 
Hans Jonsson, af Nortellie, 
Jann Johansson, af Stock-
holm, Frotuna, 
Nils Nilsson, af Huduich-
swaldh, 
Peer Olsson, af ibidem, 
Erich Erichsson, af 
Soderhampn, 
Dirick Gerdtsson, af Mellby, 
hyrdh, 
Anders Rassmundsson, af 
Gioteborgh, skepzpoike, 
O!fert Cornelisson, af Horn, 
hyrdh, 
Pauell Petersson, af Edam 
From Alingsas 
From the same place 
From Norrtalje 
From (Stockholm), Frotuna 
Parish, U ppland 
From Hudiksvall 
From the same place 
From Soderhamn 
From Mellby, Sweden, 
hired 
Cabin boy from Goteborg 
From Horn, The Nether-
lands(?) 
From Edam, The Nether-
lands 
Ahn haffuer Timon van Schotingen Werfdt i 
Gioteborgh, Efterbemelte 4 personer som fara 
medh skippet Farnan 
Moreover, Timon van Schotingen has 
enlisted the following four persons in Gote-
borg, who are going with the ship Fama . 
Batzmann 4 personer Mariners, four persons 
Joen Hollisson, aff Gammal-
loss 
From Old Lactose, 
Yastergotland 
Erich Joensson, i Kollegardh From Kallegarden 
(probably in Yastergotland) 
Peer Nilsson, i Holt From Hult in Sweden 
Suenn Torckelsson, af Torp From Torp in Sweden 
Summa Siofolcket uppa Farnan 
37 Personer 
The total number of mariners on 
board the Fama is 37 persons 
[On the back of this list is the following notation:] 
Lengd uppa dett Siofolcket, som ahr 
offuerdragit thill Nya Swerige medh dhee 
badhe skipp Swanen och Famen primo 
Novem. Anno 1642. 
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List of the mariners transported to New 
Sweden on board the two ships The Swan 
and Fama I November 1642. 
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Appendix 2 A 
Mantals Rulla pa Calmar Nyckelen som ahr 
forordnad till Westlndien 1643. 
Crew list of the Kalmar Nyckel commissioned 
to the West Indies 1643. 
Captein 
Skepper 
Constapel 
Const. Matt 
Stockholm 
Skrifwijer 
Lemmelandh 
Finstrom 
Fogell 
Jomala 
Hyrde 
I. Regementet 
2. Regementet 
Hyrde pa Resen 
Berent Hermansson Hopp 
Lambert Pedhersson 
Abraham Romboutz 
Anders Niellssonn 
Carll Niellssonn 
Mikell Johanssonn 
Anders Niellssonn 
Erich Matsson, gasse 
Anders Bengtssonn 
Erich Bengtssonn 
Markus Simonsson 
Paull Eskellsson 
Ambrosius Joransson 
Mikell Hanssonn 
Hendrich Johansson 
Johen Johensson, 
Engelssman 
Anders Andersson Grebet 
Sander Klerck 
Mandermaijsko Class Simonsson 
Captain 
Skipper 
Gunner 
Gunner's mate 
First Regiment 
Stockholm 
Second Regiment 
Clerk 
From Lemland, Aland 
Cabin boy 
Finstrom, Aland 
Foglo, Aland 
Jomala, Aland 
Hired 
Hired during the voyage 
Englishman 
3. Regementet Third Regiment 
Brette 
Hyrde 6rebro 
Gunnar Gustafssonn 
Erich Brynillssonn 
Bengt Nielssonn 
Anders Arfwedsson 
Oloff Hansonn Holm 
Peder Hokensson 
From Bratte, Vastergotland 
Hired in 6rebro 
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Timberman 
Segillsomare 
Hyrde i Gioteborgh den 
29 decemb 1643. 
Ibm 
Hotelier 
Mantall oppa Engelen Farnan 
Steware 
Styrman 
Constapel 
Predicant 
Bardber 
Constapelsmat 
Hogbatzman 
Stocholm 
20 
l Regdemante 
Erich Martenssonn 
Johan Hanssonn 
Jacob Hanssonn 
Herman Hansson 
Jacob Corneliusson 
Rasmus Pedirsson 
Maets Andersson 
Lars T orbiornsson 
Hendrich Wellamsson 
Joen Larssonn 
Joen Ifiaerssonn 
Swen Torkillsson 
Jons Anderssonn 
Anders Larssonn 
Isach Corneliussonn 
Hermann Hansson 
Appendix 2 B 
Petter Pawellssonn 
Staffan Wallamssonn 
Zeibrant Johanssonn 
Johan Matzonn 
Johan Petterssonn 
Hans Jonsson 
Matz Hindherssonn 
Ship's Carpenter 
Sailmaker 
Hired in Goteborg 29 Dec. 
1643. 
At the same place 
Bottler or Supply Officer 
Roll of the ship Fama 
Steward 
First Mate 
Gunner 
Chaplain 
Barber 
Gunner's Mate 
Chief Boatswain 
First Regiment 
From Stockholm 
Sorunda S:n 
Foghell S:n 
Mandhermajsko 
Hyrdhe 
Hudhwijkswald 
Soderhampn 
Alingzas Stadh 
Hyrdhe 
f Regde:te 
f Regde:te 
Miekkell Larssonn 
Pawell Nilssonn 
Skaffare 
Clas Simonssonn 
Anders Pedhersonn 
Marten Eskelsson 
Arf wedh Ahrlandhssonn 
Hindrich Hanssonn 
Nils Nilssonn 
Kock 
Nils Anderssonn 
Erich Erichsson Hook 
Skepman 
Erich Haraldssonn 
Nils Isrelssonn Banckk 
Matz Wallamsson 
Jons Anderssonn 
Andhers Erichssonn 
ifran Giotenborgh 
Johan Carelsson 
ifran Stockholm 
Nils Rasmusson Bagge 
Hoghbatzmansmaat 
Pall Petterssonn 
Bengdt Hindherssonn 
Borge Pedherssonn 
Jons Olofzonn 
Pall Nilssonn 
Three Swedish Expeditions 
Sorunda Parish, Soderman-
land 
Second Regiment 
Supply Officer from Foglo 
Parish, Aland 
From Mandermajsko (?) 
Hired 
Third Regiment 
Cook from Hudiksvall 
Mariner from Soderhamn 
From the city of Alingsas 
Hired 
From Goteborg 
From Stockholm 
Boatswain's Mate 
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Appendix 2 C 
Effter Capiteinens Berendt Hermanssons 
Hops Berettelse den 18 Junij 1645 
According to Captain Berent Hermansson 
Hopp's Report 18 June 1645 
Om manan Per month 
Lista U ppa alla Sialler som medh och pa 
Skippett Callmare Nyckelln Till Ny Swerige 
dragit 
Register of all the souls transported aboard 
the ship Kalmar Nyckel to New Sweden 
Capitien 
Officererne till Sioos 
8 Officerer 
Lieuten. pa Famen Schipper 
dodh 27 gylden Under-
styrman 
betalt i Halland Boetelier 
36 gylden 
Lieut:n i Gioteborgh 
Schipper 8 rdr 
I Stockholm Constapell 
Ballberen 
Forlupen den I Martij i 
Frisland 
Wid skipet Constapels Maet 
Baerendt Harmensson Hopp 
Lambert Pietersson 
Jacob Jansson Bowert 
Herman Jansson Surlandt 
Anders Jonsson i Lundby 
Abrahamb Romboutz 
Hemmingh Jurgensson 
Anders Nilsson fran 
Stockholm 
Gemene Batzmann 
22 gemene 
wid skiepet 
wid skiepet 
forlupen I Martij 
wid skiepet 
forlupen i Frisland 
den I Martij 
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Michell Jonsson fran 
Stockholm 
Jacob Martensson fra Pergas 
Erick Martensson fra Lemla 
Anders Bengdzon fra Ibidem 
Erich Bengdzon fra Ibidem 
Markus Sinonsson fra 
Fidestrandh 
The officers at sea 
8 Officers 
Captain 
Skipper. Lieutenant 
on the Fama 
Second Mate. Dead. 
27 guilders 
Bottler, Supply Officer. 
Paid in Holland 36 guilders 
Skipper from Lundby Parish, 
Vastergotland. Lieutenant in 
Goteborg 8 riksdaler 
Gunner, in Stockholm 
Barber 
Deserted in Friesland 
I March 
Gunner's Mate from 
Stockholm. At the ship. 
Ordinary Seamen 
22 common seamen 
From Stockholm, at the ship 
From Pargas, Finland 
Proper. At the ship. 
From Lemland, Aland. 
Deserted I March 
From the same place, 
at the ship 
From the same place, 
at the ship 
From Fidestrand, 
Aland. Deserted in 
Friesland I March 
wid skiepet 
forlupne i Frisland 
I Martij 
wid skiepet 
forlupen i Frisland 
I Martij 
wid skiepet 
afbetalt i Stackholm 
1645 
wid skiepet 
forlupen i Frisland 
I Martij 
pa Farnan 
I Stackholm 
Paull Eskellsson fra 
Ambrosius Jurgensson fra 
Jemla 
Michell Hansson fra Ubsala 
Hindrich Johansson aff 
Nylandh 
Clas Simonsson Mammer-
masch 
Hans Biorsson fran Bretta 
Bengdt Nilsson Starck 
fra Orebro 
Anders Arfwedsson fra 
ibidem 
Olle Hansson Holm fra 
ibidem 
{ Pm Hdkonsson frd 
ibidem 
Johann Johannsson 
Engelschman 
Sander Clerck fran 
Skottlandt 
Erich Martensson fran 
Stockholm, timmerman 
Erich Byrillsson 
Carll Nilsson 
Anders Kradadh 
I Gioteborgh antagne 
7 gemene 
betalt 6 Rd 
I Indijn 4 Rd 
forlupen I Mart 4 Rdr 
forlupen 8 gylden 
Rasmus Petersson Kock 
fra Kiopenhambn 
Lars T orbiorsson fr 
Kallso 
Matz Andersson Stoorhalla 
Jon Iwersson fra Norrige 
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[From Foglo, Aland] 
From Jomala, Aland, 
at the ship 
From Uppsala, at the ship 
From Nyland, Finland, 
at the ship 
At the ship 
From Bratte, Vastergot-
land, deserted in Friesland 
I March 
From Orebro, deserted in 
Friesland I March 
From the same place, 
at the ship 
From the same place, 
deserted in Friesland I March 
From the same place, at 
the ship 
Englishman, at the ship 
From Scotland; paid off in 
Stockholm 1645 
Ship's Carpenter from 
Stockholm, at the ship 
Deserted in Friesland 
1 March 
On the Fama 
In Stockholm 
Hired in Goteborg 
7 common sailors 
Cook from Copenhagen; 
paid 6 rdr 
From Kallso (probably in 
Ostergotland) in India 
(West Indies) 4 rdr 
Deserted I March; 4 rdr 
From Norway; deserted, 
8 guilders 
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forlupen 9 gylden 
forlupen I Rd 
forlupen 7 gylden 
Swenn Torckelsson 
Isack Cornelisson fra 
Gioteborgh 
Jon Larsson 
Sioofolket 37 persohner 
6ffwerdragett persohner 37 
Deserted; 9 guilders 
From Goteborg; deserted, 
1 rdr 
Deserted; 7 guilders 
Mariners numbered 37 persons 
Carried forward 37 persons 
Ahn som der i landett skole bliffwa nembligh In addition to those who are going to stay in 
the country, namely In India (West Indies) 
I Indijn 
Juncker Johann Papegoija fra 
Rarstorp 
Walle Liur fran Jenkiopingh 
Summa uppa Callmare Nyckelen persohner 
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From Rastorp in 2 persohner 
Vastergotland 2 persons 
From Jonkoping 
Total number of persons on the 
Kalmar Nyckel 39 persons 
Lista uthaff alla sialler, som medh och pa 
Skippitt Fama till Ny Swerige offwerdraget 
Register of all the souls transported 
Officererne till Sioos 
· 7 Officerer 
I Stockholm Skipper 
I Stockholm Leutenant 
Understyrman 
I stelle for Clement 
Pedersson a 33 gylden 
i Stockholm 
I Stockholm Constapell 
I Indijen Constapels 
Maet 
I Stockholm Hogbatzman 
I lndijen 
wid skiepet 
24 
Ballberer 
Gemene Batzmen 
24 gemene batzmann 
to New Sweden aboard the ship Fama. 
Peter Paulsson fran 
Edam 
Steffen Wellamdson 
Jacob Cornelisson 
fran Rotterdam 
Wijbrandt Jacobsson 
fran Emden 
Johann Mattsson 
Johann Petersson 
Hans Janeke fran 
Konigsbergh 
Johann Hansson 
SegellMaeker 
Officers at sea 
7 Officers 
Skipper from Edam, The 
Netherlands, in Stockholm 
Lieutenant, in Stockholm 
Second mate from Rotterdam 
in The Netherlands. In place 
of Clement Pedersson at 33 
guilders, in Stockholm. 
Gunner from Emden, Ger-
many, hired in Stockholm 
Gunner's Mate, in 
the West Indies 
Chief Boatswain, in 
Stockholm 
Barber from Konigsberg in 
Prussia, in the West Indies 
Ordinary Seamen 
24 common sailors 
Sailmaker, at the ship 
wid skiepet 
forlupen i Frisland 
I Martij 1645 
wid skiepet 
forlupen 
wid skiepet 
forlupen I Martij 1645 
wid skiepet 
forlupen I Martij 1645 
dodh den 11 Junij 1644 
wid skiepet 
forlupen 
wid skiepet 
forlupen 
forlupen 
Matz Hindersson fra 
Stockholm hogbatzmansmat 
Hans Johansson fra 
Stockholm 
Hans Jonsson Timmer-
Mann fra Stockholm 
Paul Nilsson von Folgell 
skaffare 
Anders Petersson fra Finlandt 
Marten Eskellsson fra Aboo 
Arffwe Erlandsson fra 
Stockholm , 
Hendrich Hansson fra 
Nylandh 
Nils Nilsson fra 
Hudwichswaldh 
Nils Andersson fra 
ibidem 
Erick Ericksson fra 
Soderhambn 
Erick Harllsson fra 
Aringsas 
Nils Israelsson fra 
Stockholm 
Jens Andersson fra 
ibidem 
Anders Erichsson fa 
Gioteborgh 
Johann Carlsson fra 
Stockholm 
Nils Rasmundsson fra 
Gioteborgh 
Paul Petersson poicke 
fra Edam 
Paull Nilsson i 
Glimminghe 
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Boatswain's Mate from 
Stockholm, at the ship 
From Stockholm, deserted 
in Friesland I March 1645 
Ship's Carpenter from 
Stockholm, at the ship 
Supply Officer from Foglo, 
Aland, deserted 
From Finland, at the ship 
From Abo, Finland Proper, 
at the ship 
From Stockholm, at the ship 
From Nyland, Finland, 
deserted I March 1645 
From Hudiksvall, at the ship 
From the same place 
From Soderhamn, at the ship 
From Alingsas, deserted 
I March 1645 
From Stockholm, died 
11 June 1644 
From the same place, 
at the ship 
From Goteborg, deserted 
From Stockholm, at the ship 
From Goteborg, deserted 
Cabin boy from Edam, 
The Netherlands 
From Glimminge, Sweden, 
deserted 
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wid skiepet 
Jon Olsson fran 
Skansheret 
Mans Nilsson fra 
Tannesockingh 
Anders Andersson fra 
Gioteborgh paicke 
Suenn Swensson een 
poicke fra Udby 
31 persohner 
Offerdragitt persohner 31 
om manan 4 Rd 
Anders Larsson i 
Kierrra 
Bengdt Henrichsson 
koeksmaet 
From Skaning hundred, 
Vastergotland 
From Tanum (?) Parish, 
Bohuslan 
Cabin boy from Goteborg, 
at the ship 
Cabin boy from Utby in 
Sweden 
31 persons 
Carried forward 31 persons 
From Karra 
4 rdr per month 
Cook's helper 
Total mariners 33 
} 
ba~men 
sailors 
2 
Sioofolket persohner 33 
Ahn som der i Iandett bliffwe skolle 
nembligh 
In addition to those who are intending to stay 
in the country, namely: 
Juncker Christian Totte Young nobleman 
Knut Lielliehook 
Anders Jonsson fra From Jonkoping 
Jenkiopingh ~ § 
Margreta Andersdotter From Arboga (1) 0. 
fra Arboga 
°' 
hennes dotter Christina Her daughter Christina 
I 1/ 2 ar gammall I 1/ 2 years old °' 
.... 
(1) Swen Swensson poicke Boy C: 
.c: § 
Borge Persson poicke Boy (1) 0. 
om manan 12 gylden Henrich Willemsson fra From Amsterdam 
Amsterdam 12 guilders per month 
3 Rd Jons Andersson 3 rdr 
Summa uppa Fama persohner 42 Total persons on the Fama 42 
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Appendix 2 E 
Rulla pa Skeppet Nyckelen pa gemene Man, 
som nu tillstades ahre Anno 1645 
Roll of the ordinary seamen, who now are 
aboard in the year of 1645 
Constapels Math 
Hogbatsman " 
Timmerman Math 
Hyrdh i Stockholm 
Anders Nilsson 
Jacob Matzon ifra Parghas 
Erich Marthensson 
Anders Arwedsson 
Anders Bengdzon 
Erich Bengdzon 
Ambrosius Joransson 
Pafuell Eskilsson 
Michel Johansson 
Hendrich Jansson 
Michell Hansson 
Clas Simonsson 
Peer Hackonsson 
Johann Johansson 
Englishman 
Gunner's Mate 
Boatswain's Mate from 
Pargas, Finland 
Ship's Carpenter's Mate 
Englishman, hired in 
Stockholm 
Martij 1645 Dhesse Effterskrefne personer 
ahre blefne i Stadhen Harlingen i Frijslandt 
Effter Skeppett Nyckelen. 
March 1645. The following persons have 
remained in the city of Harlingen in Friesland 
after the departure of the ship Kalmar Nyckel. 
Lemlandh 
Finstrom 
Hyrdhe i Gioteborgh 
Erich Matzsson 
Markus Simonsson 
Hans Brynilsson ifra 
Gioteborgh 
l iln\n 
} Olandh 
Erich Byrilsson ifra Bretta 
Olof Hansson Holm ifra 
Orbroo 
Bengdt Nilsson Starck 
ifra Orbro 
Matz Andersson 
From Lemland, Aland 
From Finstrom, Aland 
From Goteborg. 
From Bratte, Vastergotland 
From Orebro 
From Orebro 
Hired in Goteborg 
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Suen Torckelsson 
Joon lwarsson 
Jon Larsson 
l Anders Siggesson poijkar lsacus Corneli Bengdt Andersson 
Balbereren Hemmingh Jurgensson 
[On the back of this list is the following:] 
Boys 
The Barber 
Rulla uppa Skeppet Callmar Nyckelns Falck 
A 0 1645 
Roll of the personnel aboard the Kalmar 
Nyckel in the year 1645. 
On the back, in the upper left corner 
Sioofalks Rulla pa Skiepet Kalmar Nyckijlen, 
inlefwererad af Bookhallaren Hans Kramer 
den 13 Junij ahr 1645. 
Roll of the mariners on board the ship 
Kalmar Nyckel, delivered by Hans Kramer, 
bookkeeper, on 13 June 1645. 
Appendix 2 F 
Mantalet pa Skeppet Fama Anno 1645 pa 
gemene Man, som nu till stades ahre. 
Register of the ordinary seamen who now are 
present aboard the ship Fama in the year of 
1645. 
Timmerman 
Const. maeth 
Skippman 
Skipmans maet 
H ogbaetzm: maet 
poijkar { 
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Hans Jonsson 
Jans Andersson ifra 
Stockholm 
Erich Erichsson Hook 
ifra Soderhamn 
Nils Nilsson ifra 
Hudswall 
Matz Hendhersson 
Marten Eskellsson Hali 
Nils Andersson ifra Hudswalh 
Arfwedh Ahrlandsson Spara 
Johann Carlsson ifra 
Stockholm 
Andhers Pedhersson 
Byriett Pedhersson } Andhers Anderhsson 
Ship's Carpenter 
Gunner's mate from 
Stockholm 
Mariner from Soderhamn 
Helmsman's mate from 
Hudiksvall 
Boatswain's Mate 
From Hudiksvall 
From Stockholm 
Cabin boys 
Segellsoomer 
I Martij 1645 
Johann Hansson ifra 
Stockholm 
Carl Nilsson ifra 
Stockholm af Kalmarnyckylen 
I March 1645 
Three Swedish Expeditions 
Sailmaker from Stockholm 
From Stockholm. From 
the Kalmar Nyckel 
Dhesse Effterskreff ne personer ahre blefne i 
Stadhen Harlingen i Frijssland efter Skeppet 
Fama 
These persons have remained in the city of 
Harlingen in Friesland after the ship Fama 
Bootilier 
HogbatzM :maet 
Hyrde i Giotteborgh 
poijcke 
Paffuell Nilsson 
Nils Rasmundsson, hyrd i 
Stockholm 
Hans Jonsson ifra 
Stockholm 
Erich Haraldsson 
ifran Alingsaas 
Hindrich Hansson ifra 
Stockholm 
Andhers Larsson 
Andhers Erichsson 
Jons Andersson 
Paffwell Nijlsson 
On the back is the following 
Bottler or Supply Officer 
Boatswain's Mate, 
hired in Stockholm 
From Stockholm 
From Alingsas 
From Stockholm 
Hired in Goteborg 
Cabin boy 
Rulla uppa Skeppit Fama Folck. Anno 1645. Roll of the people on board the Fama in the 
year 1645. 
On the back in the upper left corner 
Sioofalks Rulla pa skiepet Farnan 
inlefwererad af Bokhallaren Hans Kramer den 
13 Junii 1645. 
Roll of the mariners on board the ship Fama 
delivered by Hans Kramer, bookkeeper, 13 
June 1645. 
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Appendix 3 
1649. Rulla som medh H. Commandanten 
Hans Amundson ahre afferdighe till Nye 
Swerige sa wel Mann som Quinn Personen, 
den 3 Julij 1649. 
7 H. Commandanten Hans Amundson medh 
sin hustru och Barn sielff siuende. 
I Predicanten H Matthias Rosenbechig. 
Boochallaren Joachimg Lticke. 
4 Constable Joran Duffua medh sin hustru 
och 2 barn eet poike med eet lijte <lotter 
sielf fierde. 
2 Johan Jonson medh sijn hustru sielf 2. 
2 Hans Parson medh sin hustru sielf 2. 
4 Balberaren medh sin hustru och 2 barn 
sielf fierde. 
Gemene 
4 Gunne Turckelson timmerman medh sin 
hustru och barn sielf fierde, fod i 
Savedalharat 
Gunnar Olufson Roth, fod i Gioteborg 
Par Larson Bryggiarr, i Reduegs harat 
Suen Hockeson Brad, pa Iland 
Tolle Anderson Kiampe, wijd Uddeual 
1 Par Andersson Snickare, i Gioteborg 
I Oluf Benckson Hiort, pa suenska Hijsing 
I Oil Hakeson Buur. i Mondaal 
I Par Johanson Rtitare, i Kijnna harat 
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Roll of those who together with the Hon. 
Commandant Hans Amundsson are prepared 
to depart for New Sweden, men as well as 
women, 3 July 1649. 
7 The Hon. Commandant Hans Amundsson 
with his wife and children, he himself being 
the seventh 
The Rev. Matthias Rosenbechig, 
clergyman 
Joachim Lticke, the bookkeeper 
4 Joran Dufva, gunner, with his wife and 
two children, one boy and one small girl, 
himself being the fourth 
2 Johan Jonsson with his wife, he himself 
being the second 
2 Hans Persson with his wife, he himself 
being the second 
4 The barber [Timon Stiddem], with his wife 
and two children, he being the fourth 
Common People 
4 Gunne Torkelsson, ship's carpenter, with 
his wife and children, he being the fourth. 
He was born in Savedal hundred, 
Vastergotland. 
Gunnar Olofsson Roth, born in Goteborg 
Per Larsson, brewer, born in Redvag 
hundred , Vastergotland 
Sven Hakansson Brad, born on Aland (?) 
Tolle Andersson Kampe, born in 
Uddevalla 
Per Andersson, carpenter, born in 
Goteborg 
Olof Bengtsson Hjort, born on the Swedish 
side of the island of Hisingen 
Olof Hakansson Bur, born in Molndal, 
Vastergotland 
Per Johansson Ryttare, Cavalryman, born 
in Kinne hundred, Vastergotland 
I Olff Iversson Repslagere, wijd Uddeual 
I Mans Josephson Falck, i Angermanland 
I Beria Parson Ugla, Tessberg soken 
I Hakon Larson Skoster, i Kijnna herat 
Erik Anderson Drake, i Angar soken 
Gosta Parson Krabbe, ibidem 
Anders Carlson Gedda, i Gioteborg 
5 Lars Olufsson medh sin hustru och eet 
dotter 2 Poiker, fod i Nerikie sielff femte. 
Jon Olffson, fod i Warmerland 
Poike 
Daniel Olufson Buurman, fod i Stockholm 
I Biorn Toolfson Flygare, i Vessberg soken 
I Borije Hakenson Rennare, i Tuffue soken 
I Anders Parson Kiarna, i Vessberg soken 
I Oluf Tiorberson Sachtmodig, i Sio soken 
Hendrich Benckson Buller, pa danska 
Hijsing 
Brinte Nielson Jeagare, i Gioteborg 
Quin Personen 
lngrij Parsdotter Amma, fod i Lundby 
soken 
Sigrij Oluffsdotter, i Borg soken 
I Britha Oluffsdotter, ibidem 
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Olof Ivarsson, ropemaker, born in 
Uddevalla 
Mans Josephsson Falk, born in 
Angermanland (north central Sweden) 
Borje Persson Uggla, born in Fassberg (?) 
Parish, Vastergotland 
Hakan Larsson Skoster, born in Kinne 
hundred, Vastergotland 
Erik Andersson Drake, born in Angered 
(?) Parish, Vastergotland 
Gosta (Gustaf) Persson Krabbe, born in 
the same place 
Anders Carlsson Gedda, born in Goteborg 
5 Lars Olofsson with his wife, one daughter 
and two boys, born in Narke, he himself, 
being the fifth person 
Jon Olofsson, born in Varmland 
Boys 
Daniel Olofsson Burman, born in 
Stockholm 
Bjorn Tollefsson Flygare, born in Fassberg 
Parish, Vastergotland 
Borje Hakansson Rennare, born in Tuve 
Parish, Vastergotland 
Anders Persson Karna, born in Fassberg 
Parish, Vastergotland 
Olof Torbjornsson Saktmodig, born in 
Skee (?) Parish, Bohuslan 
Henrik Bengtsson Buller, born on the 
Danish [Norwegian] side of the island of 
Hisingen 
Brinte Nilsson Jagare:, born in Goteborg 
Women 
Ingrid Persdotter·, wet nurse, born in 
Lundby Parish, Vastergotland 
Sigrid Olofsdotter, born in Borg Parish, 
Ostergotland 
Brita Olofsdotter, born in the same place 
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l Karin Parsdotter, i Osterbat i Vasa 
I Sigri Nielsdotter, i Langland soken 
l Margaretha Hansdotter, i Bolnes soken 
Annika Hansdotter, i Finnland 
Maria Bencksdotter, i Arbaga 
Margaretha Nielsdotter, i Vessberg soken 
Karin Nielsdotter, ibidem 
Cristin Jonsdotter, i Bougsund 
lngrij Larsdotter, ibidem 
Britha Suensdotter, i Mariestadh 
Anna Larsdotter, i Sioo soken 
2 Hustru Elie Olufsdotter med ett lijt barn, 
fod inwet Skara, sielf 2. 
Karin Persdotter-, born in Vasa, East 
Bothnia, Finland 
Sigrid Nilsdotter, born in Lemland Parish, 
Aland 
Margareta Hansdotter, born in Bollnas 
Parish, Halsingland 
Annika Hansdotter, born in Finland 
Maria Bengtsdotter, born in Arboga 
Margareta Nilsdotter, born in Fassberg 
Parish, Vastergotland 
Karin Nilsdotter, born in the same place 
Christina Jonsdotter, born in Bogesund, 
Vastergotland 
Ingrid Larsdotter, born in the same place 
Brita Svensdotter, born in Mariestad 
Anna Larsdotter, born in Skee (?) Parish, 
Bohuslan 
2 The wife Elin OJ of sdotter with a small 
child, born near Skara, herself being the 
second person 
Hans Amundson 
On the back are the following comments 
Lengd U ppa ded folcket som Hans Amundsson 
Commandeuren hafwer medh skippet Kattan 
offwerfort till Nya Sverige uthi A0 1649. 
Roster of the persons, whom Hans 
Amundsson, the commandant, brought with 
him on board the ship The Cat destined for 
New Sweden in the year 1649. 
Wanted 
Information concerning professional artists of Swedish descent now 
residing in the U.S. Please forward photographic slides of samples of work 
together with a brief resume to Elfie von Kantzow Alvin, American Scandi-
navian Society, 245 East 49th Street, New York, NY 10022. 
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A Swedish Pioneer 
Harry H. Anderson* 
In the lonely corner of a rural cemetery in Waukesha County, Wisconsin 
stands the neglected gravestone of one of the tragic figures of early Swedish 
immigration to the Midwest. The stone's inscription identifies the deceased as 
"K.M. Peterson/BORN Sept. 2, 1797 /DIED Dec. 12, 1845." Remarkably, 
almost every bit of this information is either incorrect, incomplete, or at least 
misleading, and deserves to be corrected. 
The true name of the deceased was Knut Niklas Hallstrom, who was born in 
Nykoping, Sweden on I September 1797. He emigrated to America in August 
1840 1 as a fugitive from Swedish justice, accused of falsifying financial accounts 
for a military construction project at Karlsborg. In the United States, Hallstrom 
took the name Bengt Petterson, learned the skills of the shoemaker's trade in 
Cincinnati, and eventually moved to the Gustaf U nonius colony at Pine Lake, 
Wisconsin Territory, where he lived in near poverty. 2 Petterson resided as a 
guest in the U nonius home, making and repairing shoes in a corner of the attic. 
The pages of Unonius' Memoirs contain a melancholy portrait of the former 
financial administrator turned shoemaker, "crushed by reverses, disappoint-
ments and sorrows ... with his tall stature, his long heavy matted black beard, 
his dark visage, and his leather shoemaker's apron. "3 
On 16 August, 1843 Petterson's wife Charlotte Magdalena (nee Berg) and 
their eight children followed him to America, arriving in New York aboard the 
vessel Svea from Stockholm and Goteborg. The family was then reunited at Pine 
Lake, where Petterson purchased a land claim, built a log cabin home and 
sought to resume a normal existence in the Wisconsin wilderness. A ninth child, 
a daughter Hulda, was born to the household in April, 1845. 4 Later, in the fall of 
the same year, financial assistance was received in the form of a draft on a New 
York bank, presumably from relatives in Sweden. Then, just as brighter days 
were appearing on the horizon for the family (all of whom had taken the father's 
American identity after their arrival in Wisconsin), Bengt Petterson died after a 
brief illness on December 19, 1845. He was buried in what is known today as 
Holy Innocents Cemetery near Pine Lake four days later, on 23 December. 5 
Petterson's widow and family remained in the Pine Lake area much longer 
than did most of the original members of the Unonius colony. Their extended 
story is not, however, of primary importance for this study. 
*Harry H. Anderson is the Executive Director of the Milwaukee County Historical Society, 910 
North Old World Third Street, Milwaukee, WI 53203. 
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Of more immediate significance, because of the contribution it makes to the 
social history of early Swedish settlement in the Midwest, is Charlotte Petterson's 
experience with the American legal system through the probating of her late 
husband's estate. As part of this procedure, she served as administrator of the 
estate, and had to submit a detailed property inventory and appraisal of all his 
worldly goods to the District Court of Milwaukee County. The contents of the 
Petterson probate file document, more complete than any other known printed 
source, lists the possessions of a Swedish-American pioneer household in the 
middle West in the mid- I 840s. 6 
On 12 February 1846 Charlotte Petterson appeared before Clinton Walworth, 
Judge of the Probate Court for Milwaukee County, to begin settling matters for 
the estate. Of great assistance to her in this undertaking was Olaf Emanuel 
Dreutzer, a native of Goteborg, Sweden, who was then residing in Milwaukee and 
engaged in a mercantile business. Dreutzer had first come to the United States in 
1832, and was familiar with the workings of the American court system. During 
this time period he frequently was involved in legal matters affecting Scandinavian 
settlers in the Milwaukee area because of his experience and fluency in the English 
language. Dreutzer was later admitted to the Wisconsin bar, and practiced law in 
the northern part of the state for many years. 7 In the Petterson case, he guided the 
relatively modest estate, valued at slightly less than $800, through the probate 
process. Dreutzer also served as one of the appraisers for the estate and acted as 
surety for Charlotte Petterson 's bond as administrator. 
After about three months of activity, Judge Walworth signed an order for the 
final settlement of Bengt Petterson's estate and distribution of the assets. Other 
Swedes whose names appear on documents in the file and who played a role in the 
probate process included Gustaf U nonius, who was originally appointed as one of 
of the appraisers, but did not serve; Carl Gustaf Groth, who replaced Unonius on 
the appraisal team, Johan Olof Liedberg, Carl Gustaf Hammarquist, and Gustaf 
Fredrik Leonard Bergius,8 all of whom were indebted to the deceased; and George 
Edward Bergwall,9 to whom Petterson owed a modest sum at the time of his death. 
The Petterson inventory list, transcribed from Olaf E. Dreutzer's handwritten 
original, appears below with no changes or corrections in the writer's picturesque 
spelling. For some of the items, valuations are given in shillings (i.e. 3 /), or in one 
instance, in shillings and cents, thus the 4 tablecloths listed were appraised at 37 1 / 2 
cents each, or $1.50 for the lot, and the 150 pounds of feathers were valued at 31 
cents per pound. The inventory consists of a mixed listing of property, recorded 
without any systematic organization into three basic categories: real estate and 
farm crops, tools, equipment and livestock; household goods and furnishings; and 
financial assets. The latter included the New York bank draft transferring funds 
from Sweden after, according to Unonius, a "long and unexpected delay. "IO Given 
Petterson 's poverty-stricken status prior to the arrival of his family, the household 
possessions listed in the inventory were probably brought to Wisconsin by his wife. 
If so, they offer at least a glimpse inside one "America Chest" and some hint as to 
what the emigrants regarded as important enough to bring with them to the New 
World. 
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A true and perfect inventory of all and singular, the Goods and Chatles rights and 
Credits [ of] Bengt Petterson late of Milwaukee County Wisconsin Teratory deceased; made 
the 14th day of May 1846 by The undersigned Appraisors duly appointed according to law: 
One Logghouse 
5 acres of winter wheat 
5 Do under Improvement 
3000 Splitt rails 
One Stable 
I Yoke of Catie 
2 Cows 
2 Calfs 
13 Shotes of Hoggs @4.00 
One Cooking Stove 
150 lb. of Feathers 2/6 
5 Par. of Sheets 4 / 
4 Table Cloaths 3 / 
12 Towels 2/ 
I Clock 
2 Bed Covres 4 / -6 / 
2 Blankets 8/-3/ 
6 Pillow Cases I/ 
2 Copper Kitles 8/ 
4 Bed Steds 8/ 
I Suit of Coat and Pants 
5 Chests I/ 
3 Silfer tea spones I oz. 
I gold ring 
I Cros Plough 
I Harrow (Drag) 
2 Axes 4/ 
I Light 
I Lights uath 
I Iron Belle 
Latt [lot] Shoemaker Tooles 
One Shaving Glas 
3 Hows [hoes] 
I Log Chain 
I Cloak 
$60. 
25. 
15. 
30. 
10. 
50. 
28. 
6. 
52. 
12. 
46.50 
2.50 
1.50 
3.00 
4.00 
1.25 
1.37 
.75 
2.00 
4.00 
12. 
.62 
1.00 
1.50 
7.00 
3.00 
1.00 
.75 
.38 
3.00 
5.00 
.25 
.75 
1.00 
1.00 
393.22 
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Credits at the time of Decease 
Debets 
36 
A Certificate of Deposit on 
the Manufacturers Bank N. Y. 
M Breck 
T. Smith 
0. Brown 
A. Willson 
0. Rudberg by note 
Hammarquist 
J. Barr 
Mrs. L. Tompson 
P. Cross 
Bergius 
One Claim on Canal lands 
To Mr. Heuser for flour 
George Skinner 
To one Coffin 
Mr. 0 Poppkirk 
E. Bergwall 
Mr. Wenberg 
Hans Rasmuson 
Commission of Charges 
on the Draft 
Do. Do. 
R. Murphey 
for Digging a grave 
$280.00 
30.00 
1.00 
3.60 
1.86 
3.43 
.50 
4.25 
.38 
5.37 
6.42 
50.00 
$780.07 
Olaf E. Dreutzer 
Charles Brown 
C.G. Groth 
9.00 
.50 
3.00 
7.77 
1.50 
1.00 
4.00 
4.00 
2.00 
15.00 
2.00 
$50.17 
Olaf E. Dreutzer 
Charles Brown 
C.G. Groth 
Possessions of a Swedish Pioneer 
Notes 
1According to Petterson in a statement made when he filed his declaration of intention in Milwaukee 14 Sept. 
1843-Petitionsfor U.S. Citizenship /837-1906, Circuit Court of Milwaukee Co., WI. 
2for more details on Petterson/ Hallstrom, see two invaluable studies by Nils William Olsson, Swedish Passenger 
Arrivals in New York /820-/850 (SPAN YJ (Chicago 1967), pp. 47, 268; and Swedish Passenger Arrivals in U.S. 
Ports 1820-/850 (except New York) (St. Paul, MN 1979), pp. 13, 90. 
3Gustaf Unonius, A Pioneer in Northwest America 184/-1858, 1-11 (Minneapolis, MN 1950, 1960), I, pp. 284, 306. 
4Her name was Hildur, born 18 April 1845, according to Gustaf Unonius' Diary, manuscript in the Archives of the 
Episcopal Diocese of Milwaukee. 
50lsson, SPA NY, pp. 46-47; Records of St. John's Lutheran Church, Stone Bank, WI. 
6The Petterson documents are contained in File No. 122, Records of the Register in Probate for Mil•,vaukee Co., 
Milwaukee County Historical Society. 
7Otto Emanuel Dreutzer, "Reminiscences of a Pioneer," in The Swedish Pioneer Historical Quarterly (now The 
Swedish-American Historical Quarterly), Vol. I, No. 3, Winter, 1951, pp. 14-24. Although this article uses 
Dreutzer's given name as "Otto Emanuel," he signed documents in the Petterson file (as well as for other 
Scandinavian records in Milwaukee) as Orlaff or Olaf. 
8Gustaf Fredrik Leonard Berguis (1820-1846), m. Petterson's dau. Ebba Maria Eleonora Petterson 13 July 1845. 
- Unonius' Diary. 
9George Edward Bergwall, b. 1806, m. Ebba Petterson Bergius 25 Nov. 1847 , after the demise of Bergius I Oct. I 846. 
- St. Olof Parish Regis1er , Milwaukee County Historical Society. 
10 Unonius, A Pioneer in Northwest America, II, p. 107 . 
l 
Bengt Petterson 's tombstone in Holy Innocents Ceme-
tery, Waukesha Co., WI. 
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Date 
1870 
294. 12 Nov. 
295. 24 Nov. 
296. 25 Nov. 
297. 26 Nov. 
298. 27 Nov. 
299. I Dec. 
300. 5 Dec. 
301. 6 Dec. 
302. 9 Dec. 
303. IO Dec. 
St. Ansgarius (Chicago) Marriages 1867-1879 
(Continued from Vol. VII, p. 182) 
Names Place of Marriage 
Albert Segerstedt from Jonkoping liin and 
Christina Olson from Karlstad 
Henry Smith from Malmo and Hanna 
Johnson from Kristianstad liin 
Nils Swenson from Blekinge and 
Albertina Lageson from Orebro 
Nils Pet. Benson and Anna Johnson 
from Halland liin 
John Freeman King of Windsor, IL and 
Clara Bjorling from Motala 
Charles Green and Carolina Ruuth, 
both from L ulea 
Charles Lundquist and Ingrid Manson, 
he from Goteborg, she from Kristianstad 
Carl Gustaf son and Christina Anderson, 
both from Orebro liin 
John Anderson from Skaraborg liin 
and Anna Maria Peterson from Dalarna 
Charles Blomquist from Kalmar liin 
and Emma Peterson from Blekinge 
Rectory 
255 Green St. 
Rectory 
Witnesses 
Joh. Anderson and wife; 
A.G. Bjorklund 
J. Sandberg 
E.O. Forsberg and wife 
Mr. Jones and wife 
John Adolf Bjorling; Fred Gustafson 
Mr. Wilson; Charles Johnson; 
Marg. Ruuth 
Carl Lindquist; Lovisa Moller 
Allen Guldbrandson 
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304. 17 Dec. 
305. 17 Dec. 
306. 17 Dec. 
307. 20 Dec. 
308. 22 Dec. 
309. 24 Dec. 
310. 30 Dec. 
31 I. 3 I Dec. 
312. 31 Dec. 
1871 
313. 4 Jan. 
y,j 314. 8 Jan. 
~ 
Lars Ostlund from Halsingland and 
Christina Johnson from J onkoping Ian 
Joh. Pet. Anderson from Falsterbo and 
Lovisa Carolina Radstrom from Orebro Ian 
Eric Cohrey from Stockholm and 
Ida Nelson from Helsingborg 
Carl Johan Strombeck and Hedvig 
Elisab. Anderson, both from Goteborg 
John Holberg and Justina Larson, 
both from J onkoping Ian 
Anders Gustaf Johnson from Ore bro Ian 
and Birgitta Carolina Carlson from 
Kongsvinger, Norway 
Nils Pet. Carlson from Kalmar Ian 
and Ida Noren from Kronoberg Ian 
Johan Peterson from J onkoping ldn and 
Mathilda Johnson from Ostergotland ldn 
Henry Berrigan and Deali Ryan, 
both from Boston, MA 
John Aug. Johnson from Stockholm and 
Christina Johnson from Kronoberg ldn 
Nils Olson from Kristianstad ldn and 
Anna Peterson from Kronoberg ldn 
Aron Johnson 
Mr. Wilson; Joh. Olson; 
Catharina Johnson 
Nils Anderson; Mr. Johnson; 
Mr. Larson; Mrs. J. Peterson 
Aron Johnson and Mrs. Emma Stomberg 
G. Bredberg 
L. Wahlstedt; R. Konsberg 
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1871 
315. 14 Jan. John Aron Gabrielson and Fredrika 
Anderson, both from Alvsborg Ian 
316. 14 Jan. Andr. Bernhardt from Kristianstad Ian 
and Annie Anderson from Skaraborg Ian 
317. 16 Jan. Georg Stromberg from Orebro and 
Augusta Undahl from Norway 
318. 21 Jan. Otto Magnus Granlund from Blekinge 
and Minna Olson from Norway 
319. 28 Jan. John Linn and Inga Helena Anderson, 
both from Varmland Ian 
320. I Feb. Swen Wilhelm Linder from Jonkoping Ian 
and Carolina Johnson from Karlstad 
321. 7 Feb. John Alfred Tillman from Ostergotland 
and Ida Sophia Carlson from Kalmar Ian 
322. IO Feb. Charles Lindskog and Sophia Nilson, 
both from Helsingborg 
323. 11 Feb. Andr. Pet. Johnson and Christina 
Carlson, both from Jonkoping Ian 
324. 12 Feb. Peter Ohlund and Nelly Nilson, 
both from Kristianstad 
325. 16 Feb. Elias Berkman and Brita Christina 
Borjesdotter, both from Halland 
Place of Marriage 
Rectory 
Witnesses 
Alb. Segerstedt and wife; 
Mary Anderson 
Mr. Sundell and wife; Mr. Appelberg and 
wife; Mr. Blomquist; Mrs. Spoor 
J.F. Granberg and wife 
C.A. Friman • 
P.M. Peterson and wife 
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326. 16 Feb. Peter Magn. Peterson and Anna Lisa E. Berkman and wife 
Petersdotter, both from Jonkoping Ian 
327. 18 Feb. Thomas Wilson from Sundsvall and 
Christina Peterson from Helsingborg 
328. 24 Feb. Magnus Forsander from Kronoberg Ian 
and Margareth Bernethouw from Norway 
329. 9 Mar. Charles Frithzen from Habo Parish N.A. Anderson and wife 
(Skar.) and Augusta Anderson from 
Amneharad Parish (Skar.) 
330. 11 Mar. Peter Eckerman and Anna Svenson, John Hallberg and wife 
both from Jonkoping Ian 
331. 11 Mar. Charles Hanson and Emma Chari. Olof Olson; Mrs. Hanson; L.G. Peterson 
Peterson, both from Kalmar Ian 
332. 13 Mar. Carl Anders Wilh. Franklin of Chicago and G. Bredberg; Emma Anderson 
Wilhelmina Amalia Brunson from Dalsland 
333. 245 Mar. Peter Olson and Nelly Nielson, Andrew Nielson; Alma Olson; 
rp 
> 
both from Kristianstad Ian Johanna Olson = "' r,Q 
= 
334. 25 Mar. Victor Gustaf son from Kalmar Ian and Mrs. Bredberg; Mrs. Peterson 
... 
=· 
Josephine Minnie Nelson from Nebraska 
"' n 
=-
335. 27 Mar. George Page and Sarah Catherine Church - - -
t=;· 
= 
Griffith, both of Illinois 
r,Q 
~ 
336. 2 Apr. Gustaf Peterson and Christina Lovisa C.R. Konsberg; C.G. Bredberg 
:: 
~ 
Nilson, both from Jonkoping Ian ;· r,Q 
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t'I> 1871 Q. ;;;· 
=-337. 6 Apr. Nils Aug. Kindberg of Jefferson, IL Church Congregation > 
3 and Albertina Johnson of Chicago t'I> 
., 
;:;· 338. 7 Apr. Nils Gustaf Utter, widower of Jefferson, Rectory Mrs. C. Bredberg; C.G. Bredberg = ::s 
~ IL and Inga Christina Andersdotter from t'I> 
::s Kronoberg liin t'I> 
= 0 
ll'CI 339. 7 Apr. William Hjellman from Stockholm and 175 Sedgwick St. 0. Olson and wife; C.J. Stenquist; i. 
Mary Martinson from Malmohus liin Mr. Hogberg 
340. 8 Apr. Berthil Nilson and Gurta Birgitte Tofte, 226 Halsted St. Mr. Starkenberg and wife; Mr. Johnson and both from Trondhjem, Norway wife; Mr. Nerlund and wife; Laura Tofte 
341. I I Apr. Alfred Swanson and Ellen Douglas, Rectory Ralph Douglas; Elizabeth Douglas 
both of Chicago 
342. 15 Apr. Carl Joh. Olson and Anna Christina 150 Larrabee St. Mr. Peterson and wife; A. Fredrikson 
Erikson, both from Vastmanland and wife; B.J. Dixon 
343. 19 Apr. And. Gust. Johnson from Gotland and 249 Wentworth Ave. Mr. Johnson and wife; Mr. Johnson; 
Elin Olson from Halsingland Mr. Soderberg; Miss Johnson 
344. 22 Apr. Charles Nilson and Pauline Hjelm, Rectory G. Bredberg 
both from Varmland 
345. 22 Apr. James Thompson from Copenhagen, G. Bred berg; Emma Anderson 
Denmark and Gurine Maria Nilson from 
Arendal, Norway 
346. 27 Apr. Hans Edward Anderson from Stromstad I 35 Ontario St. Mrs. Nilson; Mr. Westerberg; 
and Anna Brita Borjeson from Halland Miss Johnson 
347. - - -
348. I May 
349. 6 May 
350. 6 May 
351. 6 May 
352. 13 May 
353. 18 May 
354. 27 May 
355. 27 May 
356. 30 May 
357. 31 May 
,1:1,. 
(.-.I 
---bert Michelson and --da Swenson, both 
from Christiania (Oslo), Norway 
Magnus Westerlund from Alvsborg 
liin and Hanna Mathilda Anderson from 
Ostergotland 
Andreas Nordberg from Stockholm and 
Betsy Hintze from Skane 
Gustaf Carlson and Thekla Mathilda 
Tureson, both from Motala 
Johan Gust. Morstrom from Stockholm 
and Josephine Davidson from Halmstad 
Charles Linborg from Soderhamn and 
Anna Hillstrom from Gavle 
Frank Theodor Lindman and Amanda 
Peterson, both from Oskarshamn 
Nils Olson from Helsingborg and Mary 
Christina Rinaldo from Kalmar liin 
John Bergstrom and Annie Anderson, 
both from Jonkoping liin 
Andreas Sellstrom from Orebro and 
Mary Westberg from Jonkoping 
John Leonard from Skelleftea and 
Wilhelmina Carol. Strand from Dalsland 
I 15 Huron St. 
Rectory 
IO Bremer St. 
Rectory 
C. West and wife; LP. Ek and wife; . 
J.E. Anderson and wife 
August Anderson and wife; 
Ida Anderson 
Albert Greiz 
Mr. Lund; Mr. Blomquist; 
F. Forsberg and wife 
L. Wahlstedt 
C. E. Bred berg 
Chas. Ca(rlson); Aron Joh(nson); 
Annie Jo(hnson) 
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A Date 
1871 
Names Place of Marriage 
358. 1 June Charles Burghstream from Stockholm Rectory 
359. 3 June 
360. 4 June 
and Sophia Elisab. Anderson from Skovde 
Charles Sigurd (?) Lindquist and 
Lovisa Mollesberg, both from 
Kristianstad 
Peter Olof Lindquist from Karlshamn 
and Bertha Christina Richter from 
Goteborg 
361. 11 June Swan Wilh. Magn. Lindbergson from 
Stockholm and Mary Amalia Andrietta 
Zetterstrom from Hedemora 
362. 11 June Adolph Frick and Clara Lovisa Johnson, 
both from Kalmar liin 
363. 12 June August Johnson and Lovisa Johnson, 
both from J onkoping liin 
364. 13 June David Lindblom from Falkoping and 
Charlotta Anderson from Vanersborg 
365. 13 June John Edward Sjostrom and Mathilda 
Sophia Johnson, both from Kalmar liin 
366. 17 June John Charleston and Mrs. Sophia 
Charleston, both of Millers Station, IN 
37 Archer Ave. 
Rectory 
Witnesses 
Mrs. Joh(an)na Magnuson; 
Miss Mathilda Larson 
Mrs. Carin Peterson 
F.W. Broms and wife; F. Norman 
and wife 
G. Bruce and wife 
L. Wahlstedt 
C.G. Hogberg; Carl Oberg; Gustava 
and Ida Ottilia Sjostrom 
O.P. Lofgren; Mr. Johnson 
and wife 
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367. 25 June Frans Lindberg from Helsingborg and Church Mr. Stenberg; D. Gustafson; 
Dorothea Gunderson from Norway C. E. Bred berg 
368. 28 June Johan Lorentz and Caroline Sophia Rectory C.E. Bredberg 
Anderson, both from Ostergotland 
369. 29 June Ole Olesen from Norway and Mary A. Swenson and wife 
Carlson from J onkoping Ian 
370. 29 June August Swenson from Skaraborg Ian and 0. Oleson and wife 
Christine Carlson from J onkoping Ian 
371. 30 June Benjamin Hanson Ohlin from Malmo and 
Ingeborg Christine Lundberg from Bohuslan 
372. 1 July Edward Edstrom of Chicago and Anna 46 Fourth St. Parents and brothers of the bride 
Christina Norby from Christiania (Oslo), 
Norway 
373 5 July Frans Joh. Hedberg from Alvsborg Ian and Rectory Joh. Lundin and wife 
Nelly Johnson from Kristianstad Ian 
374, 8 July Charles Johnson from J onkoping Ian and Mr. J. Peterson ~ > 
Mathilda Heggstrand from J onkoping = ,,, 
ISQ 
375. 12 July Charles Anderson and Christine Aron Jonson; Miss Sophie Johnson = 5· 
Johnson, both from Jonkoping Ian ~ 
376. 13 July Carl Anders Freeman from Ostergotland =-G. Hellstrom and wife; P.A. Johnson ;:;· ,, ~ 
Ian and Sophia Catharina Lundquist from and wife; Mr. Kjellberg ISQ ,£, 
Vastergotland ::: 
377. 15 July Gustaf Carlson from Ostergotland and ~ 
- - -
;· 
ISQ 
.a. Sophia Erikson from Orebro Ian ~ !.II ,,, 
~ 
0'I 
Date 
1871 
378. 22 July 
379. 22 July 
380. 25 July 
381. 2 Aug. 
382. 5 Aug. 
383. 5 Aug. 
384. 8 Aug. 
385. 8 Aug. 
386. 12 July 
387. 15 Aug. 
Names 
Peter Wilh. Nelson from Kristianstad and 
Hanna Adelina Soph. Westerberg from 
Stockholm 
Rudolph Sylwan from Ystad and Hanna 
Fralin from Eksjo 
Anders Holmberg and Christine 
Johnson from Karlstad 
Steven Pet. Limwood from England and 
Martha Olson from Halsingland 
Peter Larson from Blekinge and Nelly 
Anderson from Kristianstad Ian 
Carl Adolph Headgren from Goteborg and 
Anna Anderson from Ostergotland 
Peter Johnson from Kristianstad Ian and 
Anna Falkenberg from Falkoping 
Emil Albert Sandmark from Stockholm and 
Johanna Bjorkquist from Kristianstad Ian 
Ephraim Viander from Haparanda and 
Ulrika Christina Holm from Varmland 
Carl Johnson from Bohuslan and 
Anna Brita Johanson from Dalsland 
Place of Marriage Witnesses 
17 I Ontario St. F.O. Forsberg and wife; Mr. Morstrom 
and wife; Mr. Lund and wife 
124 Chicago Ave. C.J. Stenquist; Mr. Hogberg; 
Mr. Soderberg 
Rectory 
Mrs. J. Peterson; C. Mellstrom 
A. F. Ekdahl; Mrs. Louise Ekdahl 
C.O. Mellstrom 
Joh. Aug. Finlof; Adolf Anderson; 
An. Mary Nilson; Mathilda Nilson 
Carl Anderson; Magdal. Johanson 
(To be Continued) 
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Genealogical Queries 
Queries from subscribers to Swedish American Genealogist will be listed here 
free of charge on "space available basis." The editor reserves the right to edit the 
question to conform to the general format. 
Nilsdotter 
We have been trying for years to locate descendants of Lovisa Nilsdotter, a 
relative of ours, who emigr. to the U.S. 28 Oct. 1868 with Minnesota as her stated 
goal. She was b. in Vetlanda Parish (Jon.) 16 May 1834, the dau. of Nils Jonsson 
and his wife, Maria Svensdotter. Lovisa was working as a maid at Flugeby 
Perjonsgard in Vetlanda when she left for America. Any information concerning 
her or possible descendants would be greatly appreciated. 
R.D.Nelson 
5408 South Brandon 
Seattle, WA 98118 473 
Persson, Larsdotter 
I am writing a book dealing with the bagpipe in Scandinavia. In this connection I 
am on the lookout for two bagpipe players from the province of Dalarna who 
Gudmunds Nils Larsson (1892-1949), Dala-Jiirna, 
Dalarne-Sweden's last traditional bagpipe player. 
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emigr. to America. One of these was Eric Persson, b. 1813, who emigr. from 
Frosarasen in Safsnas Parish (Kopp.) in 1869 and supposedly went to Iowa. The 
other person was Hol Brita Larsdotter, b. in Uppsalje, Jama Parish (Kopp.) in 
1834, who after her marriage to Skifs Anders Andersson, moved to Cokato, MN in 
1862. Here they set up a smithy, which later was taken over by theirs. Lewis. Can 
anyone help me document these two case histories of the use of the bagpipe in the 
U.S. by either Eric Persson or Hol Brita Larsdotter. 
Per-Ulf Allmo 
Tullingebergsvagen 15 
146 00 Tullinge, SWEDEN 474 
Backman 
I am looking for information regarding two brothers and one sister, all named 
Backman. They were b. in Savare Parish (Skar.). These people were my mother's 
cousins. One brother emigr. in 1887 and the second brother in 1889. Both probably 
went to Chicago. The persons for whom I am looking are: 
a. Frans Gustaf Backman, b. 24 Sept. 1867. 
b. Johan Alfred Backman, b. 1 July 1876. 
c. Alma Lovisa Backman, b. 10 April 1882. 
According to an estate inventory dated 1902 they were residing at 593 Cook 
Street, St. Paul, MN. Any information concerning these three persons and their 
relatives would be much appreciated. 
Gunnar Lindroth 
Nybytorp 
182 64 Djursholm, SWEDEN 475 
Pettersson 
My mother had an uncle, Anders Pettersson, born in Risa, near the city of 
Amal 5 June 1855, who emigr. to the U.S. either 5 or 7 May 1881. He first arr. in 
Red Wing, MN. In 1921 he seems to have been living in Chicago when he shared an 
inheritance from Sweden. In 1933 Anders was dead but two of his children, Eddi 
(Eddy) and Inve (Yngve) shared an inheritance from Sweden. We have heard 
nothing from the family since then. Can anyone furnish clues? 
Marianne Svensson 
PL 1221 Movik 
662 00 Amal, SWEDEN 476 
Mansson, Monson, Persson 
I am seeking information regarding the following family which emigr. to 
America in April 1870 aboard the vessel Denmark from Copenhagen to New 
York. The family probably settled in Iowa, and consisted of: 
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Per Mansson, b. in Aby, Farlov Parish (Krist.) 11 Nov. 1823. 
His wife, Maria Ljunggren, b. 25 May 1816 
Their children: a. Per Persson, b. 15 May 1855 
b. Sven Persson, b. 2 May 1859 
c. Nils Persson, b. 19 Oct. 1853. He emigr. 1872. 
Any information concerning them and their descendants will be appreciated. 
Inga-Lill Klotz 
Gropevagen 8 
281 00 Hassleholm, SWEDEN 477 
Landtbom 
I am searching for relatives of an aunt I never knew, Elise Lovisa Landtbom, 
b. in Hellvi Parish (Gotl.) 4 June 1883. Elise and her mother (my grandmother, 
who died before I was born), sailed for America from Visby 21 April 1890. She 
went to Minnesota and was never heard from again. Perhaps her surname was 
changed. Can anyone furnish clues as to what happened to her? 
Mrs. Gloria E. Schildkamp 
RD No. I, Box 547 
Sabinsville, PA 16943 478 
Johnson 
My great grandfather, Gustave Adolph Johnson, was b. in Sweden in 1847 
and emigr. to the U.S., where hem. Adelaide Louise Schwartz in Holbrook, Long 
Island, NY 5 Oct. 1874. He had three children-Lillian A.Johnson Keller, Gustave 
A.Johnson, Jr., and Everard Leroy Johnson (my grandfather). A shoemaker, 
Gustave A. Johnson, Sr., left for the Yukon gold rush around 1900. He later wrote 
that he was on his way home, but was never heard from again. Any information 
concerning his origin or what happened to him would be appreciated. 
Robert A. Kilthau 
13 IO Haloa Drive 
Honolulu, HI 96818 479 
Enarsson 
I am looking for descendants of Matts and Henrik Enarsson, b. in Torp 
Parish in Medelpad (Vn.), who emigr. to the Swedish settlements on the Delaware 
in 1664 and 1665. A gentleman in Sweden, with whom I am corresponding, is 
related to these persons. 
Adeline Aamold 
712 North 15th 
Moorhead, MN 56560 480 
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Brandt, Tornlof 
The following brothers and sisters emigr. during different years at the 
beginning of this century: 
a. Karl Oscar Brandt, b. in Overlulea Parish (Norr.) in 1864. He was m. to 
Anna Lisa Fredriksson, with whom he had five children-Karl Helmer, b. 
in Edefors, Overlulea 1889; John Alfred, b. in Edefors 1890; Konrad 
Filian, b. in Edefors 1893; Olga Anna Hildina, b. in Edefors 1897 and 
Astrid Elisa Hilduna, b. in Edefors I 90 I. 
b. Frans Albert Brandt, b. in Overlulea 1866. 
c. Amina Kristina Brandt, b. in Overlulea 1871. 
d. Fridolf Gottfrid Brandt, b. in Overlulea 1874. 
e. Gustaf Albin Brandt, b. in Overlulea 1877. 
f. Astrid Emma Matilda Brandt, b. in Madesjo Parish (Kalm.) 1880, m. 
Gustaf Albert Tornlof, b. in Gladhammar Parish (Kalm.) 1879. 
Can anyone tell me anything about these Brandts? 
Anders Aklint 
Hallbergagatan 36 
602 IO Norrkoping, SWEDEN 481 
Andersdotter, Anderson 
I am looking for information concerning my great grandmother, Hedvig 
Andersdotter (Hattie Anderson), b. in Ostergotland County ca. 1866. She was m. 
to Karl Danielsson, b. in Kalmar ca. 1864. Date of emigr. is unknown. They settled 
in Chicago, where they had five dau.-Ethel, Myrtle, Hazel, b. l Oct. 1895, Della 
and Ellen. I believe that Hedvig was the sister of Emily Anderson, m. to Axel Eric 
Erickson, who emigr. in 1880 and settled in the North Bay area of Door Co., WI. 
This couple had 13 children, one of whom was the artist, author and illustrator, 
Phoebe Erickson, b. in 1907. Any information about either family would be 
appreciated. 
Terry L. Fedosky 
Route 1, Box 374 
Symsonia, KY 42082 482 
Bengtsson, Benson, Lock 
I am looking for information about a Peter (Bengtsson), b. in Sweden 
probably 16 March 1859 and who was res. in IA in 1916, when he inherited 
property in Nebraska from his brother Nils. 
I am also looking for descendants of Andrew Lock ( 13 July 17 66-?), s. of 
Anders Lock (20 Nov. 1713-1773), who in turn was the s. of Gustaf (J estah) Lock (ca. 1668-Nov. 1742), s. ofLarrs Karlsson Lock (1604- Sept. 1688). Andrew lived in 
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the Monongahela district in Green Co., PA and the Pleasants/Tyler Co. area of 
WV. 
James L. Benson 
424 Timber Ridge Drive 
Longwood, FL 32779 
Brunberg, Peters~n, Justis, Jurianson, Paulson, Lynam, Brimberry 
483 
I wish to exchange information (and have extensive files) on the following 
families from Sweden/New Sweden, New Castle Co., DE: 
a. Christian Brunberg, b. in Halland, Sweden 1684, m. Maria Peterson 2 July 
1719, d. 28 March 1752. 
b. Matthias Peterso'n, b. before 1660, m. Elizabeth Justis, d. New Castle Co., 
DE 14 Sept. 1719. 
c. Samuel Peterson, b. ca. 1630, m. Brita Componey. 
d. John Justis, b. Kinnekulle, Sweden, m. Britta Maunos, d. between 1681 
and 1684. 
e. Andrew(Andries)Jurianson,m. Sophia---ca. 1693,d.either 1675or 1676 
in New Castle Co., DE. Sophia later m. Broer Sinnex (Sinnexon). 
f. Britta Paulson, b. ca. 1690 (?), m. Eric Anderson, ca. 1713. 
g. Catherine Lynam, b. in New Castle Co., DE 1719, m. Peter Anderson 
1739, d. in Orange Co., NC after 1787. Her father was Andrew (Anders) 
Lynam, and his father in turn was Loinan Lynam. 
h. Peter Brimberry (grandson of Christian Brunberg, see above), b. in Old 
Orange Co., NC ca. 1776, m. Dicey Walker in Greenville, SC(?) ca. 1791 
and d. in GA after 1826. 
I have files on these and related families and will be happy to share information and 
find new cousins. 
Tina Peddie 
743 Bernadette Avenue 
Rohnert Park, CA 94928 484 
Andreasson, Jonsdotter 
Johannes Andreasson and Severina Jonsdotter are my great grandparents. 
Some of their descendants have had physical features characteristic of southern 
Europe. Between 1817 and 1830 there was a tenant holding (torp) on the estate of 
Torstorp in Grimeton Parish (Hall.) called Italien (Italy). Does anyone have any 
information explaining the origin of this name? The writer and historian Sven 
Petter Bexell ( 1775-1864) was the clergyman there during that time. Unfortunately 
he does not elaborate on the place-names in Grimeton in his work on Halland, 
Hal/ands historia och beskrivning (Halmstad I 925). 
Raymond E.Johnson 
1908 N. Washington Street 
Wheaton, IL 60187 485 
Note: C. M. Rosenberg in his work, Geograjiskt-statistiskt handlexikon ofver Sverige does not mention 
ltalien in Grimeton but lists an ltalien, a village in Fogdo Parish (Sod .). - Ed. 
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Swedish American Genealogist 
Nordeen, Nordene 
I am looking for information regarding Nils Nordeen / Nordene, b. in 
Nossemark Parish (Alvs.) 14 Aug. 1841. He emigr. to Chicago in 1875. He was first 
a teacher in the Augustana Synod and during 1877-1878 he served the St. 
Ansgarius Swedish Episcopal Church in Chicago. On 18 Aug. 1879 he wrote a 
letter from Myers Station, MN. Hem. in the U.S. and had a dau. He served as 
superintendent of schools in Oliver Co., ND 1892-1895 and again 1900-1909. On 8 
April 1891 he filed a homestead claim at Ft. Clark, ND. In 1900 he was living alone 
on his farm. In 1920 he moved to Chicago, where he d. 24 June 1921. 
My questions are- What did Nils do between 1879 and 1891? Was he living in 
MN before he went to ND in 1891? Does he have descendants in the U.S.? He did 
have a sister, Martina Andersson, in Chicago, who had two children-Marie 
Heerhold and Arthur Andersson. In St. Paul, MN he had a brother, Alexander 
Olofsson, who d. in 1924. 
Harry F ondin 
Motettvagen 16 
451 71 Uddevalla, SWEDEN 486 
Heerhold, Andersson 
I am looking for information regarding Marie Heerhold, who d. in Chicago 
1921-1922 and her brother, Arthur Andersson, also a resident in Chicago. Their 
parents, A. Jan and Martina Andersson, were living in 1920 at 1049 North 
Lockwood Ave and later at 4855 West Austin Ave. Marie was m. to Charles W. 
Heerhold (from Germany) and they had two children-Carl John and Dorothy, b. 
between 1909 and 1911. Are Carl John Heerhold and his sister still alive, or have 
they left descendants in the U.S.? Does Arthur Andersson have descendants? 
Harry Fon din 
Motettvagen 16 
451 71 Uddevalla, SWEDEN 487 
Mansson 
Nils Mansson, b. in Felestad Parish (Malm.) 4 Jan. 1830, the s. of Mans 
Andersson and Boel Persdotter, farmed in Svalov Parish (Malm.) and Kalls-
N obbelov Parish (Malm.). He m. in Kalls-N obbelov 23 April 1852 Boel 
Larsdotter. Shed. in 1862 and Nils, at the age of forty, emigr. to the U.S. in 1870. 
Family stories tell of his going to Chicago, but he was never heard from again. Can 
anyone help? 
Glenda Knipstein 
11900 Oak Trail 
Austin, TX 78753 488 
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Hedman 
I am looking for information concerning one of my relatives, Martha 
Hedman, the actress and author. She was b. in Sweden in 1883 and emigr. to the 
U.S. ca. 1900. She appeared on the stage at the Metropolitan, New York City. She 
m. Col. Henry Arthur House and was last known to be living in Deland, FL. 
Where and when did she die and where is she buried? I am also looking for 
information on her sister Lydia, also an actress, who emigr. to the U.S. in 1893. 
Carl J .Larson 
248 Napoleon Drive 
Kettering, OH 45429 489 
Note: According to Who~· Who in America, Vol.16 (Chicago 1928), Martha Hedman was b. in 
Ostersund , Sweden 12 Aug. 1888, the dau. of Johan Hedman and Ingrid Kempe. She studied acting in 
Helsinki with Siri von Essen, the first wife of the Swedish dramatist August Strindberg. She made her 
debut in Finland in 1905 and came to the U.S . in 1912, where she made her debut in The Allack at the 
Garrick Theater in NY 19 Sept. 1912. For the next eight years she was a star attraction on the stage. She 
m. in 1921 and retired from her career. She made her home in Springdale, CT. Allan Kastrup in his 
Swedish Heritage in America (St.Paul, MN 1975) states that shed. in 1974. Full accounts of her 
remarkable career can be found in Adolph B. Benson and Naboth Hedin - Swedes in America 
1638-1938 (New Haven, CT 1938) and in Americansfrom Sweden by the same authors (New York 
1950). Perhaps further information can be had from The Actors' Equity Association in New York. 
- Ed. 
Jonsdotter, Peterson 
I am looking for information about a sister of my grandmother, Mathilda 
J onsdotter, b. in Stenbrohult Parish (Kron.) 30 Sept. 1870. She emigr. to the U.S. 
ca. 1882 and m. a chap by the name of Peterson. With him she had two 
children-Robert and Mathilda. The family lived in the vicinity of York or Grand 
Island, NE. Any information concerning her and her descendants will be 
appreciated. 
William R. Wright 
Route I, Box 128 
Kanorado, KS 67741 490 
Olsson 
Per Olsson, b. in Osby Parish (Krist.) 28 May 1858, emigr. to the U.S. in 1888 
together with his wife, Mathilda Larsdotter, and sons Oswald Leonard, b. 1886 
and Per Ivan, b. 1887. The family settled in Chicago, where Mathilda d. 30 Sept. 
1892. The children, including a dau. Inez Alfhild, b. in Chicago I 891, were sent 
back to relatives in Sweden. They were told that both parents had d. at the same 
time. Other sources, however, claim that Per Olsson had abandoned his family 
before Mathilda d. and was never heard from again. Whatever happened to Per 
Olsson? 
Ted Rosvall 
Ena.sen - Falekvarna 
521 00 Falkoping, SWEDEN 491 
S3 
Swedish American Genealogist 
Froberg 
I would appreciate having an address of a Froberg in Sweden. My husband's 
mother came to America in 1885 or 1886. Her parents were Charles August 
Froberg and Caroline Flinch Froberg. They res. about 40 miles from Stockholm. 
If I had the name of a Froberg contact in Sweden, I might pick up some clues as to 
the origin of my husband's family. 
Mrs. Claude Aulgur 
9505 West 55th Street 
Merriam, KS 66203 492 
Blomdahl, Johansson, Kristiansson, Bengtsson, Olsson 
I am looking for descendants of these persons, who emigr. to the U.S. Some of 
these are descendants of Gov. Johan Printz: 
a. Hugo Blomdahl, b. in Torsby Parish (Got.) 4 Sept. 1886, the s. of Gustaf 
Alfred Blomdahl and Helena Charlotta Larsdotter. 
b. Elmar Blomdahl, b. in Torsby 2 May 1884, the s. of Johan August 
Blomdahl and Emma Eriksson. 
c. Albin Gottfrid Johansson, b. in Torsby 6 Jan. 1874, the s. of Johannes 
Persson and Maria Olena Andersson. 
d. Karl Otto Kristiansson, b. in Torsby 6 April 1861, the s. of Christian 
Andersson and Olena Andreasdotter. A photograph of his family states 
that he was m. to a Swedish woman, had three dau., Ebba, Bella and Stella, 
one of them a student at a university, wearing a graduation cap. 
e. Sigurd Bengtsson, b. in Lindholmen in Goteborg 7 Jan. 1892. He d in 
Argentina 5 Jan. 1961. He was m. to Amanda and had a dau. Marjorie 
Fisher. 
f. Hilmer Elis Olsson, b. in Lycke or Marstrand Parish (Got.) in 1879. 
Margaretha Bengtsson 
K ungalvsvagen 15 
442 39 Kungalv, SWEDEN 493 
Answers to Queries 
No. 297 (Vol. V ,N o.l) - Liljeqvist 
In an old book, Svenskarna i New Britain. Historiska anteckningar (New 
Britain, CT 1911) by J.E. Klingberg, I noted that the author mentioned my relative 
Emeli Liljeqvist and that she had moved to Collinsville, CT where she died. When I 
saw an article in SAG (Vol. VI, N o.l) written by John E. Darrow about 
Vastergotland immigrants in New Britain, I wrote him to find out what he knew of 
Emily. He was kind enough to discover that Emily C. Liljeqvist m. Charles 
Eastling in Canton, CT 6 May 1879, the marriage having been performed by J onn 
Mellander, a Lutheran pastor. A s., Frank Eugene Eastling, was b. 26 Dec. 1880 
but he d. 9 Aug. 1881. A dau., Emilie Josephine, was b. 11 April 1882. A month 
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later, on 11 May 1882, Emily died at the age of 23. Now I wonder what happened to 
Charles Eastling and little Emilie. 
Bertil Liljeqvist 
Lillstigen 10 
661 00 Saffle, SWEDEN 
No. 361 (Vol.VI, No.2) - Nyberg 
I have now been able to answer this question myself. Selim Egron Heribert 
Nyberg was b. in Asa, Olmevalla Parish (Hall.) 23 Dec. 1888, the s. of Johan 
Edvard Nyberg, a station master, and Gustava Emilia Friberg. He d. in Inglewood, 
CA 23 Feb. 1957. Thanks to a passenger manifest in New York from 1924, I 
discovered that he was b. in Olmevalla and then it became an easy task via parish 
records and estate inventories to locate a living niece to him, who could help me 
with all sorts of information about her uncle. 
Ted Rosvall 
Ena.sen - F alekvarna 
521 00 Falkoping, SWEDEN 
No. 69 (Vol. II, No. 1) - Sandgren 
I have now been able to solve the problem concerning Carl Sandgren and his 
family, but Frans Oscar and August are still missing without a trace. The sister, 
Mathilda, d. in Boston. 
Ted Rosvall 
Ena.sen - Falekvarna 
521 00 Falkoping, SWEDEN 
No. 273 (Vol. IV, No. 3) - Hyden 
This query is now partially solved. Esther Fanny Charlotta Hyden and Ernst 
Julius Melen both res. in Massachusetts where they d. 
Ted Rosvall 
Ena.sen - Falekvarna 
521 00 Falkoping, SWEDEN 
Additional Material on Tragardh 
Maj. Kurt Tragardh, the author of the article Sven Mattisson Tragardh in the 
Dec. 1987 issue of SAG, has furnished additional information on the family. Sven 
Tragardh and Maria Hakansdotter were married 28 Sept. 1834 and not 22 Sept. 
Their first child, Clara, was b. in the country parish of Ronneby (Blek.) 26 March 
1835 but died six days later on l April. Note 71 in the article should therefore be 
eliminated since the ninth child of Sven and Maria Tragardh now has been located. 
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Medal to Mark Kalmar Nyckel Arrival 
On 29 March 1638, two ships, the Kalmar Nyckel (The Key of Kalmar and the 
Fogel Grip (The Griffin) arrived at what is today Wilmington, DE. To mark this 
anniversary, the Kalmar Nyckel Medallion and Stamp Fund of 823 E. Seventh 
Street, Wilmington, DE 19801, has issued commemorative medals, recently 
released. The medals come in three types-bronze, s.terling silver and sterling silver 
dipped in gold. 
The obverse side of the medal shows the Kalmar Nyckel in full sail, the reverse 
shows some of the landmarks in the Delaware Valley, comprising Pennsylvania, 
Delaware and New Jersey. 
The proceeds from the sale of the medals will help support the Kalmar Nyckel 
Foundation, a non-profit group engaged in building a full-scale visual replica of 
the historic Kalmar Nyckel. This 91-foot-long, tall sailing ship will be certified by 
the U.S. Coast Guard to carry passengers. It is planned that she will sail as a 
training ship, be a tourist attraction and serve as a goodwill ambassador for 
Wilmington at all major tall ship parades. 
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TRAVEL WITH us TO SCANDINAVIA 
Our 'Worft{ since 1894 
Budget airfares from most cities 
Full escorted or fly/drive vacations 
"J:.jdl '8~4 
~STRUMTRAo/ 
DIV. OF BORTON OVERSEAS 
612-824-4424 or US WATS 1-800-843-0602 
Telex 510600984 7 
He ubolished 
M1111 's vested Ji'eedo111 
to seek vengem1cc 
fcJr blood shed in feud 
mzd sernred by !t1w 
the sm1ch~1 
of the lwl/l e, 
the dl/,{rc/1 
mu{ fli e l11wL 011rfs. 
He ordni11ed for won1e11 
their righ ts 
lo sernrihJ 
,u1d to licrif11ge. 
He fortified 
the Lify of Stcn k/10 /,11 , 
1111d pro1J1oted 
oversells h-mic. 
Birger Ja rl 
Regent u l Sweden I 2SLl I 2cx0 
Hotel Birger Jarl 
Stockholm 
Make Our Hotel Your 
Headquarters 
While Searching Your 
Roots in Sweden. 
252 rooms with bath/shower, TV and radio. 
Conference rooms for groups from 10 to 175 persons. 
Private banquet facilities for 225 guests. 
Cafeteria - garage. 
Centrally located - Tulegatan 8 at Jarlaplan. 
Telephone 08-15 1020. 
Telex 11843 . Telefax 08 -31 7366. 
"THE BATTt E OF THE AIR 
WILL BE WON ON THE GROUND." 
At fi st this ma sound like an 
odd thing for the presrden of an 
airline to be saying. But the truth 1s 
the one area where traveIe s neve 
expect an aIrlIne to help them Is on 
the grou_rd. 
It's because of this need that 
we ·ve inVoduced a whele new 
category of ground services 
available around the world . cal led 
·· sAS Dest,inatron Ser Ices ." 
Services that redefine t e meaning, 
ot passenger service. 
Very sirnply, when you fly SAS 
Business Cass. or First Class. 
''SAS Destination Services " make it 
.... Jan Carlzon 
President. cand1nav1an Airli nes System 
easy to get aro nd 1/7 62 cities 
worldwide. 
Among our Services is arranging 
everythi ng_ from l![YlousIne se.cvIce 
to hotel accommodations before 
you even leave home. There 's al.so 
early chec -in at SAS hotels. so you 
don 't have to waI around . and late 
c eek-out. 
Whc1t's more, in 111 any cases . 
your baggage wi ll be picked up at 
your hotel and onec,ked In for you 
nex,t SAS fl ight. and ou ,can even 
get your boarding pass before you 
leave the hote~. 
THE BUSINESS AIRLINE 
All of wh1ch means . you can go 
about your business the day of your 
fl ight withOut worr ing. 
hen you fl y'SAS you also earn 
mI ea e credit 1n Eastern or UJ11ted 
Airlines· frequent flyer programs 
On top of all t11Is. we offer ~a r 
more oonven,ence. becaus we 
nave more nonstop fl ights to 
Scandinavia from New rk; 
Ch1cago. Los Ange les and Seattle , 
than al l other a1rlInes comoined . 
Se youT travef agent or ca ll SAS 
1-800-221;2350 (in New York City 
617-657-7700: and In Los Angeles 
-213-655-8600). 
